■ Select one of the following payment methods.

❶

Credit
card

❷

Cash card

Bank
transfer * Some financial institutions are not supported.

Support Information (J:COM Support)
https://cs.myjcom.jp/
▶ English/Chinese/Korean websites are available. Please click the “Language” menu on the bottom.

Simple and easy
online application

Toll-free

Search

9 : 00 - 18 : 00 Available 7/365

When the caller ID block setting has been selected, dial “186” first, followed by the above number.

* As of July 1, 2021 (some exceptions). * Except for J:COM MOBILE, only persons living in a J:COM area can apply for J:COM services. Even within a J:COM
area, services may not be available at some addresses and buildings. * Company names, product names, and service names are trademarks or registered
trademarks of their respective corporations. Some are pending registration.
JCOM Co., Ltd.

Inquiry code

NP210722

East Japan:
East
Gas
Japan
Service Area
August

J:COM TV—More of what you want to watch!
Enjoy your time at home more than ever.

POINT



4K

Television

J: COM LINK

3 key points about J:COM LINK
POINT

Encounter content that exceeds your imagination.

3

*1

Press the Google
Assistant button on
the remote control
and speak to
Google. *1

Just like your own movie theater!
High quality video and audio

Enjoy thematic channels, net videos, and other 4K titles. Just connect to a 4K-capable television!
* Provided
products and
services may
differ from the
photos shown
here.

You are sure to find a program or video that you will love! A variety of content is recommended according to your viewing trends.
Never worry about what to watch again!

*3

Because J:COM LINK includes a 4K tuner, you can enjoy BS and thematic channels,
J:COM on-demand content, and net videos in 4K!

Feel a sense of immersion like a movie theater
at home!

Because J:COM supports Dolby Atmos ® *4, you can experience movie theater 3D sound at home.

J:COM LINK options recommended for new viewing styles
Recording hard disk drive (for J:COM LINK only)
<For J:COM LINK subscribers only>

■ Recordable duration

on a large

Wi-Fi
supporting
model

10.1 inch screen!

7°.

* LTE communication is not supported.
A separate communication environment (Wi-Fi or other) is required.

Price list

When services are changed, a service change installation fee of ¥3,300-¥6,600 (incl. tax) is required depending on the subscription status. A tablet initial setup fee of ¥5,500 (incl. tax) is required. * Models and prices
may vary. [Notification based on the Act on Specified Commercial Transactions] ● Cooling-off period: 1. This product sales contract can be canceled by submitting a written request within 8 days from the date
^OLU`V\YLJLP]L[OL¸.\PKHUJLVM[LYTZVMJVU[YHJ[¹KVJ\TLU[YLJLP]LKHM[LYJVUJS\KPUN[OLJVU[YHJ[WYV]PKLKI`1!*640M`V\OH]LHSYLHK`YLJLP]LK[OLWYVK\J[1!*64^PSSILHY[OLJVZ[VMP[ZYL[\YU ● Liability
of the seller: Seller liability for warranty against defects, default on obligations, and other liability is limited to the warranty provided by the manufacturer of the product. ● Upon request, customers will be provided a
separate written document or electronic data containing the full text of the notification based on the Act on Specified Commercial Transactions. [About the recording hard disk drive (for J:COM LINK only)] * Use
requires a J:COM LINK contract. A contract for just the hard disk drive is not available. Customers cannot select the manufacturer, model, or color. * DLNA viewing (home network) and LAN recording (including
dubbing and transfer) are not supported for 4K broadcasts. * J:COM shall not bear any responsibility for failures to record occurring for any reason. ●7YVK\J[UHTL!4(9:/(3<:)°L_[LYUHSOHYKKPZRKYP]L
4(3,?)21:°;)#06+H[H<:)°L_[LYUHSOHYKKPZR%Ç/+*3<;,:LYPLZ/+*3<;,>°;)/+*3<;,2°;)● Specifications [USB section] Interface: 3.0/2.0, No. of terminals: 1,
;LYTPUHS[`WL!<:))JVUULJ[VYB7V^LYZ\WWS`D(*°=°/aB6WLYH[PUNLU]PYVUTLU[D;LTWLYH[\YL¶*O\TPKP[`¶ UVJVUKLUZH[PVUÇ/+*A<;:LYPLZ/+*A<;>°;)/+*A<;2°;)
●:WLJPMPJH[PVUZB<:)ZLJ[PVUD0U[LYMHJL!5VVM[LYTPUHSZ!;LYTPUHS[`WL!4PJYV)JVUULJ[VYB7V^LYZ\WWS`D(*°=°/aB6WLYH[PUNLU]PYVUTLU[D;LTWLYH[\YL¶*O\TPKP[`¶ UV
condensation) ● Administrative fees: The basic installation fee is ¥3,300 (incl. tax) and covers delivery, connection, and setup of this equipment only. [Notification based on the Act on Specified Commercial
Transactions in regards to use] ● Cooling-off period: 1. The contract for this device can be canceled by submitting a written request to J:COM within 8 days from the date of installation. 2. If you have already
received the device, J:COM will bear the cost of its return. ● Upon request, customers will be provided a separate written document or electronic data containing the full text of the notification based on the Act on
Specified Commercial Transactions. [About net videos] * A separate contract with the provider and monthly fee prescribed by that company may be required. Please contact the provider for details. .VVNSLHUK[OL
.VVNSLSVNVHYL[YHKLTHYRZVM.VVNSL33*.
Images, screenshots, and illustrations are for reference only. Provided products and services may differ from the photos shown here.
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Clear view

2TB
HD broadcasts:
Approx. 139 hours*5
4K broadcasts: Approx. 120 hours*5
For the monthly service fees, see

*1: Depending on the spoken contents and keywords, voice search and operation may not be possible in some cases. *2: Requires a 6 TB or smaller external hard disk drive connected to J:COM LINK. For 4K
broadcasts, LAN recording (including dubbing and transfer) and viewing live or recorded programs (including remote downloads) are not possible. Download may not be possible depending on the usage environment.
Some programs and content are not available for download. Recorded programs can be ported only if they are recorded onto a USB hard disk. *3: Viewing in 4K picture quality requires a 4K-capable television that
supports HDMI2.0/HDCP2.2 standards. This is not to guarantee connectivity, operability, or viewing with all available 4K devices. *4: Supported only by limited titles. To enjoy Dolby audio, a television or external audio
system supporting Dolby Atmos/Dolby Audio is required. Dolby, Dolby Atmos, Dolby Audio, and the double-D symbol are trademarks or registered trademarks of Dolby Laboratories in the United States and/or other
countries. *5: Varies depending on the broadcast rate and settings. [About J:COM LINK] * Use requires a subscription to a service designated by J:COM. * Service may be unavailable depending on the usage
environment. [About the special J:COM LINK apps for smartphones and tablets] * Use of the apps requires a telecommunications environment (Wi-Fi, LTE, etc.), download of the designated app, and advance
configuration of the J:COM LINK unit. The “J:COM On Demand for J:COM LINK” app requires a J:COM personal ID. Be aware that all communication charges involved with use of these services must be paid by the
customer. (Only with the “J:COM On Demand for J:COM LINK” app, there are no data communication charges when the customer has subscribed using the tablet set or “J:COM MOBILE A Plan.”) * Services may be
unavailable depending on the contract plan, connected terminal, connection environment, or other factor. * 4K broadcasts and titles cannot be viewed or purchased. * The number of terminals where simultaneous
viewing is possible varies depending on the usage environment and viewing method. * Use is limited to Japan only. * Some broadcasts and titles do not support viewing outside the home via the app. [About the
“J:COM On Demand for J:COM LINK” app] * Recording is not possible. * The viewing period for downloaded titles is generally limited to 48 hours. [About the sold devices (Galaxy Tab A)] ● Specifications: [OS]
(UKYVPK° B7YVJLZZVYD,_`UVZ (B6WLYH[PUNMYLX\LUJ`D6J[HJVYL°./a°°°./aB4HPUTLTVY`D°.)B:[VYHNLD°.)B,_[LYUHSKPTLUZPVUZHWWYV_D/ °í°>°í°+°TTB>LPNO[HWWYV_D
 °N●(KTPUPZ[YH[P]LMLLZ!-VYUL^Z\IZJYPILYZHIHZPJPUZ[HSSH[PVUMLLVM PUJS[H_#:+<%VYPUJS[H_#4+<%HUKJVU[YHJ[HKTPUPZ[YH[P]LMLLVMPUJS[H_BPUJS[H_PU[OL2`\ZO\
and Yamaguchi areas] are required. When services are added, a basic installation fee of ¥5,500 (incl. tax) is required.

<For J:COM TV and J:COM NET subscribers only>
au Smart Value

5L[MSP_HUK+(A5HYLZLY]PJLZWYV]PKLKMVYHMLLYLNPZ[YH[PVUPZYLX\PYLK[Net videos] In some cases, a separate contract with a content provider and
a separate monthly usage fee specified by the provider may be required. For details, please contact the company concerned. Displayed content, such as
recommended programs and Net videos available for streaming, is subject to change without prior notice. The service may not be available on devices
\ZPUNMPS[LYPUNZLY]PJLZ¸5L[MSP_¹PZHYLNPZ[LYLK[YHKLTHYRVM5L[MSP_0UJ¸+(A5¹PZH[YHKLTHYRVYYLNPZ[LYLK[YHKLTHYRVM+(A53[K

J:COM Tablet Galaxy Tab A

J:COM PHONE

Enjoy a full lineup of Net videos on the big screen
of your TV

Overwhelming high video quality! Watch broadcasts and net videos in stunning 4K!

J:COM DENRYOKU

When you are not sure what you want to watch,
try “Recommended”!

By downloading recorded programs and/or J:COM on-demand titles to your smartphone or
tablet in advance*2, you do not have to worry about data communication charges.

POINT

Use the microphone button on the remote control
for convenient voice search!
Easily search for videos and programs by simply asking for them.
Conveniently search for and find content across different platforms including
Netflix and thematic channels.

While you are out of the house, use the special app to watch
live and recorded programs from your smartphone or tablet.

J:COM MOBILE



You can schedule recording via the app, so you will not miss recording your shows.
J:COM NET

Just connect J:COM LINK to your television!

Whenever and wherever! Even while you are out,
never miss out on “what you want to watch right now”!

J:COM TV

J:COM TV



Exclusive to J:COM LINK
Incredibly
popular!

HJJVYKPUN[V`V\Y¸^HU[[V^H[JO¹
An extensive lineup that can satisfy “want-to-watch” of the entire family
If you want to thoroughly enjoy thematic channels in all genres

Course combining Netflix and thematic channels!

87 channels *2
or more

>LYLJVTTLUK1!*64;=:[HUKHYK

Covers all the genres you want to see!
Sports

Watch Netflix original series, movies, and documentaries recommended just for you!

60 channels
or more

*2

The Queen’s Gambit

+

58 channels
or more

Sports, general entertainment, music

Expand your viewing genres with
Netflix and thematic channels.

*2

The Way of the Househusband

＋

More!

Recommended if you want lots of
content in your favorite genres

B

Enjoy a wide range of content
covering games, trains, mahjong,
pachinko, and variety programs.

Movies, TV dramas, anime, documentaries

Expand the available contents
with Netflix and thematic channels.

Can be enjoyed by
adults and children alike.

Documentaries

°JOHUULSZ

Filled with both major
and indie programs.

News

High-grade content
that satisfies your thirst
for knowledge.

TV dramas

Lifestyle, hobbies, education

Get the latest news and
investment information from
Japan and around the world.

A wide range of thematic
programs focusing on hobbies
such as fishing and shogi.

Entertainment &
variety (general)

TV dramas

Anime & kids’
programs

Movies

Documentaries

See

7° for the channel lineup.

If you want a narrower range of channels to enjoy conveniently

36 channels *2
or more

>LYLJVTTLUK1!*64;=:LSLJ[

Select a genre you want from

A

,

B

, and

C

below.

A Movies & documentaries

Japanese Movie Channel HD
“THE CONFIDENCEMAN JP EPISODE OF THE PRINCESS”
© 2020 FUJI TELEVISION
NETWORK/ TOHO/FNS All
rights reserved.
Scheduled to be broadcast in 2022

● Movie Plus
● Discovery Channel
● Japanese Movie Channel HD
● Movie Channel NECO-HD
● Channel Ginga: Historical dramas, Mystery dramas, Music shows ● Samurai Drama Channel HD
● Super! drama TV #OverseasDramas☆Entertainment ● Family Gekijo HD
● TBS Channel 1: Latest Dramas, Music, and Movies ● AXN HD Overseas TV Dramas
● NTV Plus Drama, Anime, and Live Music
● Women’s Channel♪LaLa TV
C Anime & music

WOWOW Plus Movies, TV Dramas, Sports, Music
“The Day the Earth Stood Still (2008)”broadcast starting from April. 2022
© 2008 Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Disney Channel HD
Mickey Mouse
©Disney

● Disney Channel HD
● Cartoon Network HD
● Disney Junior

You can choose one and only one of packs
MUSIC ON! TV (M-ON!) HD
LisAni! LIVE 2022

A

,

B

, and

C

AXN HD Overseas TV
Dramas
“Chicago Fire (Season 8)”
© 2019 NBCUniversal Media,
LLC

. You cannot subscribe to TV service only.

Disney Junior
Mickey Mouse Clubhouse
©Disney

HOME IoT

● Music and Live! Space Shower TV HD
● MUSIC ON! TV (M-ON!) HD
● Animax HD
Sports Live +
HAWKS Professional Baseball Live 2022
Copyright ©Fukuoka SoftBank HAWKS Corp.
All Rights Reserved.

You may find exactly what
you were looking for.

au Smart Value

Music

TV shopping

J:COM TV Standard Plus

B TV dramas
Sports

From the latest hits to nostalgic
programs from the past.

J:COM PHONE

Recommended for customers who want to
enjoy extended viewing for the entire family

A

Start-Up

Entertainment & variety (general)

From classics to the latest movies
from Japan and overseas.

Music

J:COM DENRYOKU

Vincenzo

An extensive range of live sports including
baseball, soccer, golf, and others.

Anime & kids’ programs

J:COM MOBILE

Watch TV shows, movies and original series!

Movies

J:COM NET

J:COM TV Flex

J:COM TV

J:COM TV courses you can select

Unlimited viewing of movies, TV dramas, anime, and other program in all genres for a fixed price

* For “J:COM TV Flex,” only A or B can be selected.
*1: A change between A and B is effective from the month following the month in which the request was received. A change within the same month is not possible. If the procedure is
completed by 18:00 on the last day of a month, the change will take place in the afternoon of the 1st of the following month. *2: Includes digital terrestrial and BS digital broadcasting.
4K broadcasts are available only for some channels and titles.

03

Smart OTOKU On Demand
J:COM On Demand
MEGA Pack

+

Digital terrestrial
broadcasting

+

4K BS4K
BS digital broadcasting

[About Netflix accounts] * New Netflix users will need to create an account. Current Netflix users can continue using their current account.
On Demand] * Subscribers to this course are exempt from the terms of the “J:COM On Demand MEGA Pack” contract.

For details of the
MEGA Pack,
see 7°.

Price list

@V\JHUJOHUNLIL[^LLUWHJRHNL(VY)
at any time according to your needs*1.

[About Smart OTOKU

Images, screenshots, and illustrations are for reference only.

04

Everything you want to watch is here

J:COM TV Standard Plus

“Queen: How They
Broke Free”
Provided by
Entertain Me
Productions Ltd

or more

Exclusive high-quality music programs for
adults, focused on live performances by
top international and Japanese artists!

87 channels
*1

Music

Music Air

Entertainment & variety (general)

100% Hits!
Space Shower TV Plus

TABI Channel HD

100% hit songs all the
time. A music channel
featuring nothing but
today’s hottest hits.

The only channel in
Japan dedicated
exclusively to travel,
delivering beautiful
scenic images of
travel around the
world.

EntermeiteleHD☆
Cinema/Drama/Variety

French International
Dance Channel
Broadcasting: TV5MONDE by Entermeitele

Naughty & provocative
adult-themed
entertainment including
mahjong, pachinko, slot
games, horror, celebrities,
ninkyo (yakuza), and
Korean programs!

A general entertainment
network broadcasting in
French offering movies, TV
dramas, live soccer, and
other programming. Aired
with Japanese subtitles for
12 hours a day.

“Yabu Iri,” Gontaro
Yanagiya — ©Atoss
Broadcasting Ltd. /
Yose Channel

From rakugo to performances by
young new-wave comedians, this is a
thematic channel for arts and humor.

News

BBC World News Chinese TV★
CCTV Daifu

CNN U.S.
™& © 2022 Cable News
Network. A WarnerMedia
Company.
All Rights Reserved.

Watch CNN programs broadcast in the United States in
real time here in Japan! Get up-to-the-minute political,
economic, and entertainment news straight from the U.S.

BBC’s (British
Broadcasting
Corporation)
24-hour international
news and
documentary
channel.

Broadcasting China
Central Television
(CCTV) programs in
both Chinese and
Japanese. Get
information directly
from China!

To thoroughly enjoy thematic channels

Movies

or more

or more

J:COM TV Standard

To fully enjoy with the entire family

58 channels
*1

J:COM TV Flex A

Movies

V☆PARADISE

Find a variety of entertainment targeted at adults, including straight-to-video and rare films,
as well as programming focused on mahjong, pachinko, slot machines, and bikini models.

MTV HD

The world’s most far-reaching channel exclusively offering music
and entertainment, watched in over 180 countries around the globe.

WOWOW Plus Movies, TV Dramas, Sports, Music

Japanese Movie Channel HD

Movie Channel NECO-HD

“THE CONFIDENCEMAN JP - EPISODE OF THE PRINCESS” © 2020 FUJI TELEVISION
NETWORK/ TOHO/FNS All rights reserved. Scheduled to be broadcast in 2022

A treasure trove of Japanese movies from the latest hits to rare classics, dramas,
and anime.

MUSIC ON! TV (M-ON!) HD

If you want to see live concerts, watch M-ON! Offering a handpicked selection of
everything you want to watch and know!

Movie Plus

Watch the latest Hollywood blockbusters, movie marathons,
and Japanese versions dubbed by popular voice actors, all
in HD with 5.1 channel surround sound!

Music and Live! Space Shower TV HD

;OL5V°T\ZPJVUS`JOHUULSPU1HWHUVMMLYPUNHIYVHKYHUNLVMT\ZPJ^P[OH
focus on Japanese rock and pop.

“GRAN TORINO” broadcast starting from March 2022
© Matten Productions GmbH & Co. KG

Olivia Rodrigo at "2021 MTV VMA" ©2021 Viacom International Inc.

Watch movies that are sure to satisfy true movie buffs, including the
latest films as well as all-time classics, all in high-definition quality!

Samurai Drama Channel HD

Period dramas broadcast 24 hours a day! Enjoy “Onihei Hankacho,” “Kenkaku Shobai,” and “Abarenbo Shogun.”

1HWHULZL4V]PL°°:HT\YHP+YHTH2

4K

The Cinema HD/4K

4K

Broadcasting select popular titles from the Japanese Movie Channel and Samurai Drama Channel.
A channel dedicated exclusively to European and American cinema, broadcasting 24
hours a day with no commercial breaks during a film.

Entertainment & variety (general)

Entertainment & variety (general)

FUJI TV TWO Drama/Anime

TV Asahi Channel 2

“LIONS BASEBALL L!VE 2022” ©SEIBU Lions

Chock full of sports including soccer, professional wrestling, swimming, and figure
skating.

FUJI TV ONE Sports/Variety

Packed with popular original programs like “Game Center CX” and “The Wareme de
Pon.”

TV dramas

TBS Channel 1: Latest Dramas, Music, and Movies
Sports

GAORA SPORTS HD

TV dramas

NTV Plus Drama, Anime, and Live Music

AXN HD Overseas TV Dramas

Find lots of NTV programming such as TV dramas, anime, and live music! We carry a full
range of popular programs! The range is also rich in original programs and stage plays.

AXN is an overseas general entertainment network bringing you Hollywood’s biggest
blockbusters and the latest overseas TV dramas 24 hours a day.

MONDO TV HD

AXN Mystery HD

Programs made for discerning men, including entertainment, celebrities, mahjong,
pachinko, slot machines, and Western/Japanese movies.

Specializing in the genre of mystery and collecting high-quality dramas from around the world.

FOX HD

TBS Channel 2: Classic Drama, Sports, Anime

Bringing you top primetime TV dramas that are airing now in the United States, as
well as reality & entertainment shows, bringing the best entertainment to you first.

Enjoy period dramas, “Kinpachi Sensei,” and a wide range of other famous TV dramas,
sports, anime, 2.5 dimension musicals, stage dramas & theatrical performances!

J SPORTS 2 HD/4K

4K

J SPORTS 3 HD/4K

4K

“FBI” Ⓒ 2018 CBS Broadcasting, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Channel Ginga: Historical dramas, Mystery dramas, Music shows

Offers a wealth of programs for adult generations, including Japanese and global
historical dramas, thrilling suspense dramas, and gorgeous singing shows.

An extensive lineup of live professional baseball, soccer, FIBA basketball, high
school basketball, and other sports.

All the sports you want including Hanshin Tigers and Hokkaido Nippon-Ham
games, tennis, professional wrestling, motor sports, and more!

Sports Live +

Golf Network

HAWKS Professional Baseball Live 2022 Copyright ©Fukuoka SoftBank HAWKS Corp.
All Rights Reserved.

4K

NitteleG+ HD

JAPAN RUGBY LEAGUE ONE ©2021, JRFU Photo by Yuuri Tanimoto

Offers Hanshin Tigers games shown year-round, as well as a wide range of live
sports including golf, table tennis, soccer, and basketball!

Fishing Vision HD

The only channel in Japan offering programs devoted to
fishing of all kinds.

HD
HD
HD

The world’s largest channel devoted to history entertainment programs. Unlocking
the mysteries of history and bringing you the thrill of new discoveries.
The world’s largest animal channel with an extensive lineup covering everything
from wild animals to pets.

Mickey Mouse ©Disney

Kids Station HD

This round-the-clock market and economy channel offers up-to-the-minute
information on global investing including stocks and exchange rates.

Featuring a wide range of popular anime both new and old. If you love anime, then
Animax is the channel for you.
Airs popular anime programs primarily for children, such as “Soreike! Anpanman,” “Pocket
Monsters,” “Yo-kai Watch,” every day. The lineup expanded to cater to older viewers as well.

News

Cartoon Network HD

One of most popular kids channel of the world. World famous animations for both
kids and family. Tom & Jerry, Looney Tunes, Thomas and Friends, etc.

CNNj

Channel devoted to 24-hour international news and information. Provides
emergency bulletins quicker than anywhere else.

HD
HD
HD

[Specialty channels]

[4K broadcast channels]
● BS digital
NHK BS 4K*2
BS NTV 4K
BS Asahi 4K
BS-TBS 4K
BS TV Tokyo 4K

4K
4K
4K
4K
4K

★ Some channels may not be available in some regions. *1: Includes digital terrestrial and BS digital broadcasting. 4K broadcasts are available only for some channels and titles. *2: A
broadcast receiving contract and receiving fees are required in order to view NHK broadcasts. The launch timing and other details for “NHK BS 8K” are still under consideration. *3:
Broadcast in the CATV band. *4: Not available with “J:COM TV Flex B.” Check broadcast dates on the subscriber site, “MY J:COM.” * 4K Enjoying 4K broadcasts in 4K picture
quality requires a 4K J:COM Box or J:COM LINK contract and a 4K television that supports HDMI2.0/HDCP2.2 standards. This is not to guarantee connectivity, operability, or viewing

BS Fuji 4K
● Specialty channels
Cable4K
Shop Channel 4K★
4K QVC★

4K
4K
4K
4K

Shop Channel
QVC
Jewelry☆GSTV
Shop Channel Plus
NHK WORLD-JAPAN
TBS NEWS

HD
HD
HD
HD
HD

[Original]

J:Tele
J:COM Channel
J:COM Premier Channel*4

HD
HD
HD

HD

Price list

HD

Enjoy lots of popular programs from Korea and Chinese-speaking regions! Watch
Korean drama marathons, as well as popular movies and variety shows!

HOME IoT

HD

BS Fuji
BS11 Eleven
BS12 TwellV *3

Asia Dramatic TV

Animax HD

A channel airing exclusively programs aimed at small children, brought to you by Disney.

Nikkei CNBC

Channel devoted to 24-hour international news and information. Provides
emergency bulletins quicker than anywhere else.

HD

Enjoy a wide range of popular Korean, period, and other TV dramas broadcast in
high definition on a channel dedicated exclusively to TV dramas.

Disney Channel HD

Disney Junior

CNNj

[BS digital broadcast channels]

Home Drama Channel HD: Korean and Japanese Periodical and Modern Dramas

Animal Planet

Offers high-quality entertainment as only Disney can,
broadcast bilingually!

News
This news & sports channel brings you live information from NTV, as well as live
broadcasts of all Chiba Lotte Marines home games.

A 24-hour entertainment channel featuring popular programs including dramas, anime, and variety shows.

Anime & kids’ programs

“SALT Dreamer” © Fishing Vision

Nippon TV News 24 HD

Family Gekijo HD

“How the Universe Works” Credit: Discovery Communications, LLC

National Geographic Channel Is the world’s leading destination for science, exploration, and adventure. Nat Geo
inspires curiosity and exploration by illuminating the wonder of our world through groundbreaking storytelling.

Living, hobbies, education
Offers a variety of programs such as lectures, matches, and analysis for extensive
content that will help improve your igo and shogi skills.

Bringing a wide range of programs, from popular TV dramas from all over the world
to gourmet, travel, music, and lifestyle, to enrich your life with full of curiosity.

History Channel Japanese/World History & Entertainment

National Geographic

Sky A

Igo & Shogi Channel

Women’s Channel♪LaLa TV

au Smart Value

(SS;VR`V.PHU[ZOVTLNHTLZIYV\NO[[V`V\SP]L(NYLH[SPUL\WVM5;=°°.PHU[Z°°7VW\SHYZWVY[Z

A channel broadcasting exclusively classic and contemporary popular TV dramas from around the world.

Discovery Channel

A channel broadcasting high quality experiences that
stimulate the emotions and curiosity.

The only dedicated golf channel in Japan, featuring live matches from Japan and
overseas tours, as well as original programming.

Live sports from Japan and around the world including
professional baseball, rugby, skiing, table tennis, and badminton.

Super! drama TV #OverseasDramas☆Entertainment

Documentaries

Full of professional baseball, motor sports, B.LEAGUE, and ski jumping.

Live broadcasts of Fukuoka SoftBank Hawks home games,
Japanese and foreign soccer matches, B.LEAGUE, and more.

J SPORTS 1 HD/4K

This channel brings you exclusive and wide-ranging content from South Korea,
including dramas, K-Pop, variety, and news programs!

J:COM PHONE

Watch popular TBS programs including “Nigeruhahazidagayakunitatu,”
“Wataru Seken wa Oni Bakari,” live music, new release anime, and AKB48!!

KBS World HD

All Saitama Seibu Lions home games brought to you live!
See Fuji TV dramas, “One Piece,” and many more!

Find lots of popular programs such as “Aibo” and “Doraemon,” as well as live music
and a wide range of other content.

J:COM DENRYOKU

TV Asahi Channel 1

NHK BS1*2
NHK BS Premium*2
BS NTV
BS Asahi
BS-TBS
BS TV Tokyo

To immerse yourself in content from your favorite genres J:COM TV Flex B

J:COM MOBILE

Delivers enka, as well as popular classics, idol bands, J-POP, and more! The only
channel in Japan devoted to the kayokyoku genre of music.

or more

Features a wide range of movies from blockbusters to classics, broadcast without
commercial breaks, as well as a broad lineup of TV dramas, music, and sports.

Music

Kayo Pops Channel

J:COM NET

60channels
*1



Essential viewing for
dance fans★ Watch
street dancing, kids,
cheerleading, hula,
ballroom dancing,
K-Pop, dance vocal, and
more.

Yose Channel

J:COM TV

97 channels
*1

See 7° for a list of channels.

with all available 4K devices. * HD The programs broadcast on high definition (HD) channels also include some standard quality programs. * In order to enjoy digital high definition
broadcasts in the original high picture quality, a television that supports high definition (or a television that supports full high definition for full high definition broadcasts) is required. * The
list of channels was created based on information as of June 30, 2021. * The channel lineups and broadcast contents are subject to change.
Images are for reference only.



List of Basic Channels

Find what you want to watch now! This video distribution service allows
customers to enjoy programs they missed as well as live distribution.

HD

MUSIC ON! TV (M-ON!) HD

HD

Animax HD

HD

Available now
Rental <72 hours>
HD: ¥100 (¥110 incl. tax)

MTV HD

HD

Kids Station HD

HD

Cartoon Network HD

HD

Disney Channel HD

HD

Disney Junior

HD

Kayo Pops Channel
Music Air

* First episode free

HD

GAORA SPORTS HD

HD

Golf Network

HD

NitteleG+ HD

HD

J SPORTS 1 HD/4K
J SPORTS 2 HD/4K

© 2022 Paramount
Pictures.

Available now The content is available until April 30, 2022.

Movies

©Jiangsu Broadcasting Corporation International Co., Ltd

Option

500

Available for ¥
/month (¥550 incl. tax)
[V¸:THY[6;62<7SHU°7OVUL*V\YZL¹HUK
¸:THY[6;62<7SHU7OVUL*V\YZL¹Z\IZJYPILYZ

Free until the end of the month

TV dramas

Monthly usage fee ¥933 (¥1,026 incl. tax)

HD 4K
HD 4K

HD 4K
HD

Movie Plus

HD

Movie Channel NECO-HD

HD

Japanese Movie Channel HD

HD

Samurai Drama Channel HD

HD

1HWHULZL4V]PL°°:HT\YHP+YHTH2

4K

WOWOW Plus Movies, TV Dramas, Sports, Music HD
HD 4K
The Cinema HD/4K
V☆PARADISE

HD

Super! drama TV #OverseasDramas☆Entertainment

HD

FOX HD

HD

Asia Dramatic TV

HD

Channel Ginga: Historical dramas,
Mystery dramas, Music shows

HD

Optional channels

HD

WOWOW 4K

4K
HD

STAR CHANNEL 2

HD

STAR CHANNEL 3

HD

Toei Channel HD

HD

Additional ¥1,500
(¥1,650 incl. tax)

−

EISEI GEKIJO HD

HD

Additional ¥2,000
(¥2,200 incl. tax)

−

FUJI TV NEXT
Live events/Premium

HD

FUJI TV ONE
Sports/Variety*5

HD

FUJI TV TWO
Drama/Anime*5

HD

Add as a set.
¥2,300 (¥2,530 incl. tax)

−

Add as a set.
¥1,350
(¥1,485 incl. tax)

−

Additional ¥1,000
(¥1,100 incl. tax)

Additional ¥1,200
(¥1,320 incl. tax)

−

HD

Mnet HD

HD

Additional ¥2,300
(¥2,530 incl. tax)

−

TAKARAZUKA SKY STAGE

HD

Additional ¥2,500 (¥2,750 incl. tax)

−

ＫＮＴＶ

HD

Additional ¥2,500 (¥2,750 incl. tax)

−

Pachinko★Pachislo TV !

HD

Additional ¥1,500 (¥1,650 incl. tax)

−

Additional ¥1,800 (¥1,980 incl. tax)

J SPORTS
1＋2＋
3＋4*5*6

HD

/ 4K

−

Additional ¥1,833
(¥2,016 incl. tax)

HD

Animal Planet

HD

Igo & Shogi Channel
Fishing Vision HD

HD

MONDO TV HD

HD

FUJI TV ONE Sports/Variety

HD

FUJI TV TWO Drama/Anime

HD

TV Asahi Channel 1

HD

TV Asahi Channel 2

HD

NTV Plus Drama, Anime, and Live Music

HD

KBS World HD

HD

TABI Channel HD

HD
EntermeiteleHD☆ Cinema/Drama/Variety HD
French International Broadcasting: TV5MONDE HD
Dance Channel by Entermeitele

HD

Yose Channel

HD

J:COM Premier Channel*1

HD

HD

HD

−

/ 4K

/ 4K

Golf Network*5

HD

GREEN CHANNEL
ＨＤ

HD

GREEN CHANNEL
2ＨＤ

HD

J:COM
TV
Standard/
Flex

J:COM
TV
Select

Smart
OTOKU
On Demand

Additional ¥2,980
(¥3,278 incl. tax)

−

Additional ¥1,300 (¥1,430 incl. tax)
−

Additional ¥1,955
(¥2,150 incl. tax)

BS Asahi
BS-TBS
BS TV Tokyo

BS Fuji
BS11 Eleven
BS12 TwellV *3

[4K broadcast channels 4K ]

● BS digital
NHK BS4K *2
BS NTV 4K
BS Asahi 4K

BS-TBS 4K
BS TV Tokyo 4K
BS Fuji 4K

● Specialty channels
Cable4K
Shop Channel 4K★
4K QVC ★

Shop Channel
QVC
Jewelry☆GSTV

Shop Channel Plus
NHK WORLD-JAPAN
TBS NEWS

[Original HD ]

J:Tele

J:COM Channel

[Others]

Information channel (data broadcast)
On Demand Channel 290 (data broadcast)

On Demand Channel 440 (data broadcast)

[Specialty channels HD ]

STAR D (data broadcast)

Add as a set.
¥1,000 (¥1,100 incl. tax)

Additional ¥900 (¥990 incl. tax)

−

SPEED CHANNEL

Additional ¥900 (¥990 incl. tax)

−

CNN U.S.*8

−

Additional ¥1,800
(¥1,980 incl. tax)

−

HD

NHK BS1*2
NHK BS Premium*2
BS NTV

−

LEISURE CHANNEL

Anime Theater X
(AT-X)

[BS digital broadcast
channels HD ]

Additional ¥1,800 (¥1,980 incl. tax)

−

PLAYBOY CHANNEL

R20

Additional ¥2,300 (¥2,530 incl. tax)

−

Red Cherry

R20

Additional ¥2,300 (¥2,530 incl. tax)

−

PLAYBOY/Red Set★1

R20

Additional ¥2,500 (¥2,750 incl. tax)

−

MIDNIGHT BLUE

R20

Additional ¥2,300 (¥2,530 incl. tax)

−

DELUXE ADULT SET*10

R20

Additional ¥3,900 (¥4,290 incl. tax)

−

RAINBOW CHANNEL★1

R20

Additional ¥2,300 (¥2,530 incl. tax)

−

CHERRY BOMB★1

R20

Additional ¥2,300 (¥2,530 incl. tax)

−

PLATINUM ADULT SET★1*11

R20

Additional ¥2,850 (¥3,135 incl. tax)

−

GOLDEN ADULT SET★1*12

R20

Additional ¥2,450 (¥2,695 incl. tax)

−

★: Some channels may not be available in some regions.
*1: Check broadcast dates on the subscriber site, “MY J:COM.” *2: A broadcast receiving contract and receiving fees are required in order to watch NHK
broadcasts. *3: Broadcast in the CATV band. *4: Depending on the contract plan, a separate monthly fee of ¥2,530 (incl. tax) may be required. *5: Included
(except for J SPORTS 4) in the basic channels of “J:COM TV Standard Plus/Standard/Flex A.” *6: This is a set of four channels containing J SPORTS 1, J
SPORTS 2, J SPORTS 3, and J SPORTS 4. *7: This is a set of five channels containing J SPORTS 1, J SPORTS 2, J SPORTS 3, J SPORTS 4, and Golf
Network. Golf Network is available in HD broadcast only. *8: With “J:COM TV Standard Plus,” this is included in the basic channels. *9: There is an age
restriction on requests for these channels. [R-20] 20 years and older. *10: This is a set of three channels including PLAYBOY CHANNEL, Red Cherry, and
MIDNIGHT BLUE. *11: This is a set of three channels including PLAYBOY CHANNEL, Red Cherry, and CHERRY BOMB. *12: This is a set of two channels
including MIDNIGHT BLUE and RAINBOW CHANNEL. [About J:COM On Demand] * A subscription to J:COM TV is required. * This service is available at
properties which support interactive services. * Recording is not possible. * Distribution periods, prices, and other details are subject to change without notice.
* It is possible to carry over your purchased and rented titles when your terminal is replaced. At that time, the customer is required to perform certain operations.
If you do not perform these operations, you will have to purchase the titles again. * Some titles may not be supported by the “J:COM On Demand” app, and
some may be viewable only on certain devices. * Viewing and purchasing 4K titles require a J:COM LINK subscription and a 4K-capable television that
supports HDMI2.0/HDCP2.2 standards. [About the J:COM On Demand MEGA Pack] * The minimum usage period is 3 months including the subscription
month. Even if the contract is canceled during this period, you will be required to pay 1 month of usage fees (including consumption tax). * Available titles are
subject to change without notice. * No additional fees are charged when subscribing to “Smart OTOKU Plan+ MEGA Pack Course,” “Smart OTOKU Plan
MEGA Pack Course,” “Smart OTOKU On Demand,” or “NET Pack MEGA Pack Course.” * Viewing 4K titles requires a J:COM LINK contract and a 4K-capable
television that supports HDMI2.0/HDCP2.2 standards. * 4K Enjoying 4K broadcasts in 4K picture quality requires a 4K J:COM Box or J:COM LINK contract
and a 4K-capable television that supports HDMI2.0/HDCP2.2 standards. * HD In order to enjoy digital high-definition broadcasts in the original high quality
picture, a television that supports high definition (or a television that supports full high-definition for full high-definition broadcasts) is required. The programs
broadcast by high definition (HD) channels also include some standard definition programs. * The list of channels was created based on information as of June
30, 2021. * The channel lineups and broadcast contents are subject to change.
Images are for reference only.

Price list

FUJI TV NEXT
Live events/Premium

HD

Discovery Channel

HOME IoT

Sports

J SPORTS 4

STAR CHANNEL 1

FIGHTING TV SAMURAI

07

Add as a set.
¥2,000 (¥2,200 incl. tax)*4
[First television unit]

Sports

WOWOW Cinema

J SPORTS & Golf
Network set*5*7

Specialty channels
Anime & kids’ programs News

HD

J:COM
TV
Standard
Plus

Channel name

Adult*9

BS digital broadcasting
Entertainment & variety (general)
Movies

HD

WOWOW Live

Smart
OTOKU
On Demand

National Geographic

au Smart Value

Specialty channels
Entertainment & variety (general)

WOWOW Prime

J:COM
TV
Select

History Channel Japanese/World History & Entertainment HD

J:COM PHONE

Option
J:COM
TV
Standard/
Flex

C

following the month of subscription

■Channels that can be viewed with all courses

J:COM
TV
Standard
Plus

B

J:COM DENRYOKU

© 2019 Confidence
Man JP Production
Committee

A

J:COM MOBILE

Sky A

Sports Live +

Ashes of Love: Heavy Sweetness, Ash-like Frost (Subtitled)

HD

100% Hits! Space Shower TV Plus

J SPORTS 3 HD/4K

Jack Reacher: Never
Go Back (SD)

Channel name

HD

©Kakao M Corp.

The Confidence Man
JP: Romance

* “Catch-up” and “live distribution” are available only to “J:COM TV Standard Plus,”
“J:COM TV Standard,” and “J:COM TV Flex” subscribers.

HD

TBS Channel 1: Latest Dramas, Music, and Movies
TBS Channel 2: Classic Drama, Sports, Anime

Unlimited viewing of movies, TV dramas, anime,
and other program in a wide range of genres for a fixed price

The content is
available until June
16, 2022.

HD

AXN Mystery HD

HD

*The above price is effective until
May 16, 2022.
Starting May 19, 2022, the
distribution will be available for 168
hours at 400 yen (440 incl. tax).

Available now

HD

AXN HD Overseas TV Dramas

Music and Live! Space Shower TV HD

■MEGA Pack

Available now

HD

Family Gekijo HD

BBC World News

Documentaries Anime & kids’ programs

Available now
Rental <48 hours>
HD: ¥500 (¥550 incl. tax)

Chinese TV★ CCTV Daifu

Women’s Channel♪LaLa TV

Love Revolution
(Subtitled)

Sports

Episode broadcasts
Rental <48 hours>
SD: ¥200 (¥220 incl. tax)

HD

Living, hobbies,
education

Available now
Rental <72 hours per
episode>
SD: ¥260 per episode
(¥286 incl. tax)

HD

Nippon TV News 24 HD

Entertainment & variety (general)

© Kaiu Shirai, Posuka
Demizu / Shueisha
© 2020 The Promised
Neverland Committee

© 2022 ABC Studios
and CBS Studios, Inc.

Nikkei CNBC

Original

©Hiroyuki Takei,
KODANSHA/ “SHAMAN
KING” Production
Committee, TX

The Promised
Neverland

C
Home Drama Channel HD: Korean and Japanese Periodical and Modern Dramas HD

CNN U.S.

Music

Criminal Minds:
The Final Season

B

J:COM
TV
Select

J:COM NET

SHAMAN KING

A

J:COM
J:COM
J:COM
TV
TV
TV
Flex
Standard
Standard
Plus
A B

Channel name

TV dramas

Enjoy any number of the latest releases and popular titles.

J:COM
TV
Select

CNNj
News

■Individual videos

J:COM
J:COM
J:COM
TV
TV
TV
Flex
Standard
Standard
Plus
A B

Channel name

J:COM TV

J:COM On Demand

Watch just by pressing
the VOD button on
the remote control.

VOD

Watch multiple
times.

Watch any time
24 hours a day.
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Easy to connect and safe, dependable security

Ample security and dependable support are available.
0[JHUWYV[LJ[`V\MYVT]PY\ZLZWOPZOPUNHUK
other troubles.

1

Courses you can select

* Does not support iOS.

2 GB

Select from a variety of courses according to your usage needs.

J：COM NET
1G Course ★1 ^P[O>P-P
+V^USVHKTH_°.IWZ
<WSVHKTH_°4IWZ

B(]HPSHISL[VPUKP]PK\HSOV\ZLZVUS`D

HIKARI 1G Course★2

Simple setup

+V^USVHK<WSVHKTH_°.IWZ

>P[O[OLN\PKLHUK305,Z\WWVY[

on au/02(90^P[O>P-P

setup can be completed easily.

Security to protect your important data from viruses and
other threats, and difficult initial setup are provided at
no charge.
See the page at right.

¥0

Comfortable and stable connection anywhere in the house

See the page at right.

Eliminates Wi-Fi blind spots. Enjoy the convenience of automatic
Wi-Fi optimization.
Smooth Wi-Fi connections from anywhere in your house!
*3

<3 reasons for smooth connections>

Triband

MYLX\LUJ`IHUKZ°./a°°°./a°°°./aHYL\ZLK[VLUZ\YLMHZ[HUK
stable communication.

Channel steering

First in Japan★5

Lower radio interference resulting from by automatic switching of frequency
bands and channel within a band.

Cloud and AI

First in Japan★5

>P-P\ZHNLJVUKP[PVUZHYLJVSSLJ[LKPU[OLJSV\KHUKHYLHUHS`aLKHUKSLHYULK\ZPUN(0
(\[VTH[PJVW[PTPaH[PVUHJJVYKPUN[VWHZ[\ZHNLZHUKKL]PJLZ

Monthly usage fee

¥800

PUJS[H_★4

First month free
* Terminals (pods) are
provided as a set of 2.
* 1 unit connects to the
modem.

★4: When a customer subscribes to a long-term contract plan specified by J:COM. ¥1,100 (incl. tax) per month for a standard contract type
★5: As of October 31, 2019 (researched by J:COM: Conducted on mesh Wi-Fi terminals with these functions, results indicated that they are the first in Japan).

At home

*1: Applications can be submitted from the dedicated subscriber website.
*2: When the contract is concluded, a separate email address for notifications from J:COM is provided. *3: Depending on the usage
environment, devices, and contract plan, the speed may be slower and Wi-Fi signal may not reach. [About initial setup support] * Provided only once and for only 1 PC. * A fee may be charged for some
support. [About J:COM Mesh Wi-Fi (hereafter referred to as “the Service”)] * Requires a subscription to a service designated by J:COM. * The Service requires an installation fee of ¥5,280 (incl. tax) and
removal fee of ¥5,280 (incl. tax). When installation or removal is performed by the customer, the above fees are not applied. Instead, a fee of ¥1,980 (incl. tax) for shipping the terminal is incurred at both installation
and removal. * The monthly usage fee is free in the month of initial subscription, and starts charging in the following month. However, if a customer has canceled the Service in the past and is resubscribing, the
monthly usage fee is charged from the month of subscription. * The minimum usage period is 6 months including the subscription month. Even if the contract is canceled during this period, you will be required to
pay the usage fees for the remaining months (including consumption tax) as a cancellation fee. However, when only a separately contracted additional terminal (pod) is canceled, the cancellation fee is not charged.
* The maximum number of terminals (pods) that can be added is 3. * Requires a PC, smartphone, tablet, or other devices that supports the IEEE802.11b/g/n/ac standard. Installation of the specified app, a
JVTWH[PISLKL]PJL(UKYVPK°VYOPNOLYVYP6:°VYOPNOLYHUKJYLH[PVUVMH1!*64WLYZVUHS0+HYLHSZVYLX\PYLK
* Depending on the connection method, an additional IP address may be necessary.
Images, screenshots, and illustrations are for reference only. Colors, screens, and other details of the actual products may be different.

Price list

The whole family can enjoy stable connections even in areas
that are difficult for conventional Wi-Fi to reach. Say goodbye
to internet connection problems with J:COM Mesh Wi-Fi!
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Security

Option

J:COM Mesh Wi-Fi

HOME IoT

3

KH`ZH`LHY

Friendly phone support available

au Smart Value

Free security and initial setup support
Support

POINT

and other details easily on the

You can check the setup procedures

J:COM PHONE

2

Dedicated phone support
for subscribers

+V^USVHKTH_°4IWZ
<WSVHKTH_°4IWZ

* The communication speeds in this service are the maximum speeds in the technical specifications. This is not to guarantee a certain speed. Speeds will
vary depending on usage environments and devices used.

Email addresses
can be changed
as needed.

Up to 5 email
addresses can
be added*2.

Dedicated website for
subscribers
subscriber site.

320 M Course ★2★3

★1: “J:COM NET 1G Course” service areas are limited. For details, see the J:COM website (https://www.jcom.co.jp/service/net/jcom1g/). If you live
in a MDU (multiple dwelling unit), internal wiring works may be required depending on the property. In some cases, the service is not available even
when such works are performed on the entire building. ★2: This is the maximum specification speed when a cable connection is used. In a Wi-Fi
connection environment, the maximum speed will vary depending on the usage conditions and connected devices. ★3: For subscribers who
Z\IZJYPILK[V¸1!*645,;4*V\YZL¹VUVYILMVYL4HYJO°HUK^PZO[VJOHUNL[VHKPMMLYLU[MHZ[LYJV\YZLYLWSHJLTLU[VM[OLTVKLT
may be required. Please contact us for details.

POINT

Spam blocker
settings: 100

Developed by: Digital Arts Inc.

J:COM DENRYOKU

To enjoy various content including
movies, music, and games

To enhance the
performance of
your home network
with a fast au optical
fiber line

Mailbox
FDSDFLW\b*%

* Does not support iOS and Mac OS.

J:COM MOBILE

To download photos
and videos more
smoothly at higher
speed

[Persons living in individual
houses or apartment buildings]

Developed by: McAfee Co., Ltd.

This filtering software allows children to use the
internet safely.

J:COM NET

3 key points why people choose J:COM NET
POINT

Free

Security*1 & support

J:COM TV

J:COM NET
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Money-saving fee plans that is fixed

Enjoy the service with a money-saving, simple fee plan
that is reasonable and fulfilling.

Basic monthly fee

！ Available from August 25!

Enjoy 5G
service at the
same price!

These plans can be used either with your current smartphone or a
newly purchased smartphone.
Monthly basic
data volume

4 reasons why people choose J:COM MOBILE
POINT

No contract cancellation fee or minimum usage period.

1GB

Simple, money-saving plans

la
Popu

r!

ended!

Recomm

A flat monthly price of ¥980 (¥1,078 incl. tax) for 1 GB!*1

ea
Best d

l!

10GB

Flat monthly
price:

20GB

2

+°*HYY`V]LYMYVT
the current month

Amount used
Remaining volume
Current month

Carry over

Next month

Japan

Overseas

(continental United States)

¥20 (tax-free)*3 per 30 seconds

Recommended for persons who make many calls

This service allows unlimited free calls within Japan each
lasting up to 5 minutes or 60 minutes. Free for 31 days
Option
r!

Unlimited calls
\W[V°TPULHJO
Monthly usage fee

¥

500 (¥550 incl. tax) per line

Unlimited calls
\W[V°TPULHJO
Monthly usage fee

¥

1,500 (¥1,650 incl. tax) per line

■ SMS communication charges
Domestic transmission Starting from ¥3 (¥3 incl. tax) per message
International transmission

¥100 (tax-free) per message

Price list

*1: A compatible smartphone, universal service fee, call relay service fee, call charges, SMS communication charges, and other charges are required separately. *2: Optional
service for the A Plan. Some services are available only with devices sold by J:COM. *3: For the latest call charges, see the au website. [Precautions concerning J:COM
MOBILE contract] * Separate fees may be required for changes. * In the event that the product (i.e. device) is not received even after 7 days from the expected arrival date
due to reasons like your absence, usage fees will be charged starting from the 8th day including the expected arrival date. [About the J:COM MOBILE A Plan] * 3G
communication is not available. Depending on usage environment, communication may not be available or communication speeds may be reduced. * Depending on the
telecommunications company you are currently contracted with and the device used, this service may not be available or may require unlocking the SIM. Depending on the
mobile phone company which you are contracted with, there may be a limit on the period when SIM unlock is possible after terminating a line contract. Check the J:COM
website in advance (www.jcom.co.jp/service/mobile/device/sim/detail/device.html). * Operation on a J:COM tablet is not guaranteed. [About the J:COM MOBILE A Plan
ST] * A maximum of 5 lines can be contracted per household. For every line, only one of either J:COM MOBILE or tablet set can be selected (one device per line). [About
monthly data volume (packets)] * If the total communications used in a month exceeded the monthly data volume (including added and carried-over volume), the
JVTT\UPJH[PVUZWLLK^PSSILSPTP[LK[VHTH_PT\TVM°RIWZB°.)VY°.)DVY°4IWZB°.)VY°.)D\U[PS[OLLUKVM[OH[TVU[O[About international call service]
* Depending on a call destination country or region, a connection may not be available due to reasons such as conditions of equipment of local telecommunications providers.
[About sending SMS] SMS communication charges vary depending on the number of characters. For details, see the “J:COM Mobile Terms of Contract.” [About
international SMS messaging] * Some customers with MNP lines may not be able to use SMS internationally. * Communication fee may be charged even when a
transmission of message is not completed due to a mistake in the sending method and such. >$ERXWì8QOLPLWHGFDOOV XSWRbPLQHDFK úDQGì8QOLPLWHGFDOOV XSWR
bPLQHDFK ú@ * After the end of the free period, the service is automatically renewed at a normal fee. * When a customer resubscribes to one of these services for the same
line, the monthly fee is charged beginning from the service start month. * Free calls are not available for some services such as telegrams, Navi Dial, directory assistance
(104), and SMS. * If a call exceeds the free call length, a call charge of ¥22 (incl. tax) for each 30 seconds will apply. 6US`Z\IZJYPILYZ[V¸1!*6446)03,(7SHU=VPJL°°
Data)” can apply for this service. [About initial setup support (J:COM MOBILE)] * This is available to persons who contracted newly for “J:COM MOBILE A Plan ST.”
However, support is limited to APN settings, MNP change, and Wi-Fi settings with SIM card-only contracts. * Home visit support is available to a customer within a J:COM
areas who purchased a device at the same time the customer newly contracted for “J:COM MOBILE A Plan ST.” * This is available only once at the time of a new contract
and may be applied to multiple lines. There are some cases in which a data transfer or LINE account transfer from previous devices is not possible.

HOME IoT

Full support for peace of mind when switching plans

¥20 (¥22 incl. tax) per 30 seconds

au Smart Value

Option for unlimited free calls within Japan

All steps from application to receipt of your phone can be completed easily at home.
Initial setup support is available for free.
11

2,480 (¥2,728 incl. tax)

■ Call charges

Basic data volume
(for the next month)

See the page at right.

4

¥

Simple and
straightforward!

You can call and mail to destinations in Japan and overseas.

Peace of mind for persons who make many calls!
An option is available for unlimited free calls within Japan each lasting up to 5 minutes or
60 minutes.

POINT

1,980 (¥2,178 incl. tax)

J:COM PHONE

3

¥

Call charges, options*2, SMS communication charges

la
Popu

POINT

1,480 (¥1,628 incl. tax)

* A separate device fee is required.

Just the right volume of data. Can be carried over.

Find the right volume plan with J:COM!
The remaining data volume can be carried over
to the next month.
With a 10 GB or higher plan, 1 Mbps (maximum)
speed is available for smooth use even after
your speed is restricted!

¥

A compatible smartphone is required.

See the page at right.

POINT

980 (¥1,078 incl. tax)

J:COM DENRYOKU

Simple, reliable plans available. Save on high-volume plans as well. For anyone and
even with the first line!
Select a plan that is best for you.

5GB

¥

Carry over remaining data to the next month!

J:COM MOBILE

1

J:COM MOBILE A Plan ST (Voice + Data)*1

J:COM NET

Introducing

J:COM TV

J:COM MOBILE

Illustrations are for reference only.
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J:COM TV

J:COM DENRYOKU

Available smartphone devices

You can
You
can review
review your
your monthly
monthly payments
payments while
while maintaining
maintaining
the same
the
same power
power supply
supply stability
stability and
and safety.
safety.

Device lineup

For first-time smartphone users looking for
easy start!

★

POINT

Save
up to
10%
on your monthly
power bills
.
No
interior
work
is necessary
and the changeover
is smooth
.
No interior work is necessary and the changeover
3
2
A portion
of electricity
fees supports forest protection activities.
is
smooth
.
A
portion of electricity fees supports forest
J:COM
DENRYOKU method of calculating fees
3
protection activities.
★

POINT

1
2

*1

POINT

*2

J:COM NET

For customers who are focused on cost
effectiveness and ease of use!

3 key points why people choose J:COM DENRYOKU
key points why people choose J:COM DENRYOKU
3 Save
1
up to 10% on your monthly power bills .
*1

POINT

*2

A discount is applied to the fees according to the amount of power used each month.
Also available with the Plan for All-Electric Residences!
J:COM DENRYOKU method of calculating fees
300 kWh
280 kWh (Hokkaido)

Total amount Savings
of discount

Usage based fee stage 3

10% discount
A discount is applied to the fees according
to the amount
of power used each month.
Usage based fee stage 3
based
stage 2
Also available
with theUsage
Plan
forfeeAll-Electric
Residences!
1% discount
120 kWh
Usage based fee stage 2
Color Lineup

Color Lineup

15 kWh
■Usage based
plan

(Kansai, Chugoku)

Usage based fee stage 1

0.5% discount

Usage based fee stage 1

Black

White

Champagne gold

Device price (cash price)

Device price (cash price)

One-time payment: ¥25,200 (¥27,720 incl. tax)

One-time payment: ¥32,400 (¥35,640 incl. tax)

Installment payment

Installment payment

PUJS[H_°í°WH`TLU[Z

PUJS[H_°í°WH`TLU[Z

PUJS[H_°í°WH`TLU[Z

 

PUJS[H_°í°WH`TLU[Z

* Devices may be discontinued when inventories are exhausted. ;OLSPUL\WPZJ\YYLU[HZVM1\UL°HUKPZZ\IQLJ[[VHKKP[PVUZVYJOHUNLZ^P[OV\[UV[PJL
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Fuel cost adjustment charge

Renewable
energy fee
safety
and peace
of mind,
and
consolidate
your
bills.
Get
¥
100
(¥110
incl.
Local power company
J:COM DENRYOKU Residentialtax)
Course
off your monthly J:COM service usage fees.

* When the
“GAS Set
Discount” is
applied
★: If your contract is “charge based on the amount of power used”, the discount is not on the total amount electricity bill. J:COM offers discounts on electricity
usage fees (usage-based portion) in three stages compared to those of local power companies. * The discount rate varies depending on the contract type.
Advantages
in terms
of fees
vary depending
ongas
discount
campaigns
conducted
by the local
company
youKeiyo
are using,
[Available
areas]
Areas
where city
service
is provided
by Tokyo
Gas,power
Osaka
Gas, or
Gasdiscounts for bank account
withdrawal payment, and other factors. [About J:COM GREEN PROGRAM] A portion of the electricity fees paid to J:COM are used to support forest protection
* J:COM has formed alliances with Tokyo Gas Co., Ltd, Osaka Gas Co., Ltd., and Keiyo Gas Co., Ltd., with each of these companies
activities. One household can protect 5 square meters of forest for 1 year. The J:COM GREEN PROGRAM utilizes the “Forestock Certification System” of the
supplying gas as a retail business. As an agent of these gas companies, J:COM performs the work for concluding retail supply contracts.
Forestock Association (http://www.forestock.or.jp).
* The contract
contract requires
requiresthe
thecustomer
customertotoswitch
switchfrom
from
a contract
with
current
retail
electricity
provider
to a gas
contract
withtoJ:COM.
a contract
with
current
retail
electricity
provider
or retail
provider
a contract with J:COM. * In order to apply
the “GAS Set Discount,” the customer must newly subscribe to a long-term contract plan (1–2 year contract, automatically renewed, cancellation fee required if canceled
before period end) that includes the television or internet service specified by J:COM. * The discount applies to J:COM service usage fees starting in the month following
the month in which the “GAS Set” switch was completed. * The discount is discontinued if services are changed or canceled during the discount period.
*1: In some cases, it is necessary to replace (at no charge) the outdoor meter (watt-hour meter). *2: Several weeks may be required before the switch completion. *3: In the
*1: In some cases, it is necessary to replace (at no charge) the outdoor meter (watt-hour meter). *2: Several weeks may be required before the switch completion. *3: In the Kansai Electric Power area and Chugoku Electric Power area,
Kansai
Electric
Powerforarea
and Chugoku
Power
area,
Fee” with
a contract
for ainmeter-rate
A plan. [Notification
based
onreferred
the Act
Specified
“Minimal Fee”
with a contract
a meter-rate
lighting A plan.Electric
[Notification
based
on the“Minimal
Act on Specified
Commercial
Transactions
relation to thelighting
“J:COM DENRYOKU
Residential Course”
(hereafter
to ason
“the
Service”)]
Commercial
Transactions
relation
to the
DENRYOKU
Residential
Course”
(hereafter
as “the
Service”)]
* The
fee isElectricity
charged
even when
* The basic fee is charged
even when noinelectricity
is used.
* For“J:COM
fees and other
details, see “Terms
of Subscription
Contract: Fee
Table III.” * referred
Because theto
Service
uses the
power distribution
linesbasic
of a General
Transmission
and no
Distribution Utility,
power outages
occurand
in theother
same way
as at thesee
Utility“Terms
when there
nearby blackouts,
natural disaster,
other unavoidable
circumstances.
J:COM DENRYOKU
service
areasdistribution
are under the jurisdiction
Hokkaido
electricity
is used.
* Formay
fees
details,
ofare
Subscription
Contract:
Feeor Table
III.” * Because
the* Service
uses the
power
lines ofof atheGeneral
Electric Power Company,
Tohoku Electric
Company, Utility,
Tokyo Electric
Poweroutages
Company, Kansai
Electric Power
Company,
Electric
Power
Company,
and there
Kyushu Electric
Power Company
(excluding
some areas
such as remote
Electricity
Transmission
and Power
Distribution
power
may occur
in the
sameChugoku
way as
at the
Utility
when
are nearby
blackouts,
natural
disaster,
or other
islands). * All-electric service options are not available in some areas. * It may not be possible to switch to or to continue the Service depending on your area of residence and the current contract terms. ● Cooling-off period: 1. The contract
unavoidable
circumstances.
* J:COM
areas
aredate
under
jurisdiction
of theofHokkaido
Electric
Power
Company,
Tohoku Electric
Power
for supply of the Service
can be canceled by
submittingDENRYOKU
a written request service
within 8 days
from the
when the
you receive
the “Explanation
Important Matters
Related
to J:COM
Service Subscriptions”
that is provided
whenCompany,
the contract forTokyo
the
Electric
Power Company,
Electric
Company,
Electric
Power
Company,
Electric
Power has
Company
(excluding
areas
such
remote
Service is concluded.
You will receiveKansai
notice of the
start datePower
for supply
of the ServiceChugoku
(switching date)
from J:COM
at a later
date. 2. If and
supplyKyushu
of the Service
to the customer
already started
at this time,some
J:COM will
bear the
costas
involved
with
canceling the* Service.
● Upon
request,options
customersare
will not
be provided
a separate
writtenareas.
document*orItelectronic
databecontaining
the full
of the to
notification
based on thethe
Act Service
on Specifieddepending
Commercial Transactions.
[Notification
based onand
the
islands).
All-electric
service
available
in some
may not
possible
to text
switch
or to continue
on your area
of residence
Act on Specified Commercial Transactions in relation to “J:COM GAS” (hereafter referred to as “the Service”)] * The basic fee is charged even when no gas is used. * For fees and other details, see the separately prescribed selection
the current contract terms. ● Cooling-off period: 1. The contract for supply of the Service can be canceled by submitting a written request within 8 days from the date when
contract (J:COM GAS supplied by Tokyo Gas), your individual contract (J:COM GAS supplied by Osaka Gas) or the Gas Retail Supply Contract and Definitions Document (J:COM GAS supplied by Keiyo Gas). * The Service is only provided to
you
receive
“Explanation
of Important
Matters
Service
Subscriptions”
is provided
whenswitch
the contract
the for
Service
You willResidential
receive
residences
using the
city gas
13A that are located
within the supply
areas ofRelated
the partnertogasJ:COM
companies.
Residences
using propane gasthat
or all-electric
service cannot
to the Servicefor
(except
a portionisofconcluded.
the “J:COM DENRYOKU
Course: Plan
for All-Electric
Residences”).
* A customer
has cancelled
the Service
withinfrom
in a year
may be unable
to recontract
demandoflocation
and same contract
● Cooling-off
period: 1.started
The contract
supply
of
notice
of the
start date
for supply
of thewho
Service
(switching
date)
J:COM
at a later
date.for the
2. same
If supply
the Service
to the details.
customer
has already
at for
this
time,
the Servicewill
can bear
be canceled
by submitting
a written
within 8 the
days Service.
from the date when
you receive
the “Explanation
of Important
Matters
Related ato separate
J:COM Service
Subscriptions”
that is provided
when the data
contractcontaining
for the Servicethe
is full
J:COM
the cost
involved
withrequest
canceling
● Upon
request,
customers
will be
provided
written
document
or electronic
concluded. You will receive notice of the start date for supply of the Service (switching date) from J:COM at a later date. 2. If supply of the Service to the customer has already started at this time, J:COM will bear the cost involved with canceling
textService.
of the●notification
onwillthe
Act onaSpecified
Commercial
Transactions.
the
Upon request,based
customers
be provided
separate written
document or electronic
data containing the full text of the notification based on the Act on Specified Commercial Transactions.
Images, screenshots, and illustrations are for reference only.

Price list

[About the devices for sale (J:COM MOBILE)] <For all devices> ● Payment of the device price listed on P. 22 based on terms and conditions set by JCOM Co., Ltd. is required. You can select from one-time
WH`TLU[PUZ[HSSTLU[ZTVU[OWH`TLU[WLYPVKVYPUZ[HSSTLU[ZTVU[OWH`TLU[WLYPVK;OLHJ[\HSHUU\HSYH[LMVYPUZ[HSSTLU[WH`TLU[ZPZ If the contract is canceled, you will be required to pay all
outstanding payments. For customers who purchased a J:COM MOBILE handset on or after February 18, 2021, the payment method when purchasing an additional device for the same line within 12 months of the
first billing month will be cash on delivery (single payment only). Payment dates and methods shall be as specified in the bills from J:COM. A contract for the A Plan is required. ● Administrative fees: A contract
administrative fee of ¥3,300 (incl. tax) is required. However, if you subscribe to other J:COM service at the same time, the J:COM MOBILE contract administrative fee may be waived. [Notification based on the Act
on Specified Commercial Transactions] ● Cooling-off period: 1. This product sales contract and service contract for this device can be canceled (except for call charges, SMS communication charges, and other
charges) by submitting a written request within 8 days from the date when you receive the “Information About Terms of Contract” (document received after concluding the contract) provided by J:COM. At such time,
provide the request date, product name, cash sale price, seller (listed at the top of the document received after concluding the contract), and the customer address and name. 2. If you have already received the
device, J:COM will bear the cost of its return. ● Liability of the seller: The manufacturer warranty is a period of 12 months starting from the device arrival date. For information about repairs and replacement, please
contact J:COM. ● Upon request, customers will be provided with a separate written document or electronic data containing the full text of the notification based on the Act on Specified Commercial Transactions.
* Android is a trademark of Google LLC.

Fuel cost adjustment charge
No discount
Renewable
energythe
fee same quality for
Keep

HOME IoT

●+PZWSH`!PUJO9LZVS\[PVU!í
● Camera: Main 13 million pixels / Sub 5 million pixels
●)H[[LY`!°T(O
●6:!(UKYVPK°
●4LTVY`!9(4°.)964°.)
● Manufacturer: KYOCERA

au Smart Value

● Display: 5.8-inch / Resolution: 1,560×720
● Camera: Main 13 million pixels / Sub 5 million pixels
●)H[[LY`!°T(O
●6:!(UKYVPK°
●4LTVY`!9(4°.)964°.)
● Manufacturer: SAMSUNG

J:COM PHONE

BasicTotal
fee*3amount Savings
No discount
of and
discount
°R>O
The lowest fee is<ZHNLIHZLKMLLZ[HNL°
for Kansai and Shimonoseki.
The lowest fee is for Kansai
Shimonoseki.
10% discount
°R>O/VRRHPKV
Fuel cost adjustment charge
Fuel cost<ZHNLIHZLKMLLZ[HNL°
adjustment charge J:COM DENRYOKU
No discount
Local power
Renewable energy fee
Renewable energy fee
company
Residential Course
<ZHNLIHZLKMLLZ[HNL°
1% discount
°R>O
<ZHNLIHZLKMLLZ[HNL°
★: If your contract is “charge based on the amount of power used”, the discount is not on the total amount electricity bill. J:COM offers discounts on electricity usage
°R>O
fees (usage-based
portion) in three stages compared
to those of local power companies.
* The discount rate varies depending on the contract type. Advantages in
0.5% discount
<ZHNLIHZLKMLLZ[HNL°
<ZHNLIHZLKMLLZ[HNL°
terms of fees vary2HUZHP*O\NVR\
depending on discount campaigns conducted by the local power company you are using, discounts
for bank account withdrawal payment, and other
factors. [About J:COM GREEN PROGRAM] A portion of the electricity
fees
paid
to
J:COM
are
used
to
support
forest protection activities.
One household can protect 5
Basic fee*3
Basic fee*3
No discount
square meters of forest for 1 year. The J:COM The
GREEN
the “Forestock Certification System”The
of lowest
the Forestock
Association
(http://www.forestock.or.jp).
lowestPROGRAM
fee is for Kansaiutilizes
and Shimonoseki.
fee is for Kansai
and Shimonoseki.
Basic fee*3

J:COM GAS
J:COM DENRYOKU

■ Usage based plan

J:COM MOBILE

POINT
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The lower basic charge and call charges are
effective in saving your bills.

J:COM TV

au Smart Value

J:COM PHONE

* An application to au is required.

You can keep the same telephone number while enjoying
a charge plan that is kind on the family budget.

When bundled with J:COM, you can enjoy long-term
discounts on your au smartphone usage charges!★

*1

POINT

Basic charge
(¥1,870 incl. tax)
per month

¥370 (¥407 incl. tax)
per month
Save ¥4,440
(¥4,884 incl. tax) each year!

Basic charge

¥1,600

(¥1,760 incl. tax)
per month

¥270 (¥297 incl. tax)
per month
Save ¥3,240
(¥3,564 incl. tax) each year!

Telephone subscription of NTT East/West

Telephone subscription of NTT East/West

(Residential use, class 3 service area, for push line)

(Residential use, class 2 service area, for push line)

Basic charge

¥1,330

*2

(¥1,463 incl. tax) per month

J:COM PHONE Plus

[Requirements]

J:COM services

Calls and international calls to ordinary telephones
Local call, 3 minutes

Telephone subscription of
NTT East/West*3

¥8.5 (¥9.35 incl. tax)

J:COM PHONE Plus

(same for all times of day)

Long distance, 3 minutes Long distance, 3 minutes

International call, 1 minute

KPZ[HUJLTVYL[OHU°RT[V°RT

KPZ[HUJLTVYL[OHU°RT

(Example: continental United States)

¥15 (¥16.5 incl. tax)

¥40 (¥44 incl. tax)

¥30[H_MYLL

¥15 (¥16.5 incl. tax)

¥9 [H_MYLL

¥8 (¥8.8 incl. tax)

Land
line phone

NET

TV*1

2 or more of the above services

* J:COM MOBILE is not eligible.

Calls to mobile phones
Weekday daytime!°HT!°WT

To au, 1 minute

Telephone subscription of
NTT East/West*4

¥20 (¥22 incl. tax)
¥15.5 (¥17.05 incl. tax)

au
smartphone

or

au mobile
phone

au tablet
(4G LTE)

Designated charge plan service*2
¥16 (¥17.6 incl. tax)

* The charges for NTT East/West are based on information as of November 2020. * Additional functions and discount services provided by NTT East/West
may not be available. (The same applies to My Line and other discount services offered by other business operators.)

[Amount of discount] <Adjust Plan 5G / Adjust Plan 4G LTE (new au Adjust Plan N) / New au Adjust Plan*3> When data usage exceeds 1 GB: Long-term monthly discount ¥550 (incl. tax) (Discount is not applied in a
month where data usage is 1 GB or less.), <Adjust Plan 5G(s), Adjust Plan 4G LTE(s)> When data usage exceeds 2 GB: Long-term monthly discount ¥550 (incl. tax) (Discount is not applied in a month where data usage
is 2 GB or less.) <au Adjust Plan N(s)*3 / au Adjust Plan (s)*3 / au Adjust Plan*3> When data usage is 2 GB or less: Long-term monthly discount ¥550 (incl. tax) (With au Adjust Plan (Simple), discount is not applied in a
month where data usage is 1 GB or less.) / When data usage exceeds 2 GB: Long-term monthly discount ¥1,100 (incl. tax), <Data MAX 5G / Data MAX 5G with Amazon Prime / Data MAX 5G Netflix Pack (P) / Data
MAX 5G Netflix Pack / Data MAX 5G ALL STAR Pack (P) / Data MAX 5G ALL STAR Pack / Data MAX 5G TV Pack / Data MAX 4G LTE / Data MAX 4G LTE Netflix Pack / Data MAX 4G LTE TV Pack / au Flat Plan 7+
N*3 / au Flat Plan 7+*3 / au Data MAX Plan Pro*3 / au Data MAX Plan Netflix Pack*3 / au Data MAX Plan*3 / au Flat Plan 20N*3/25 Netflix Pack N*3/20*3/25 Netflix Pack*3/30*3 / Tablet Plan 20> Long-term monthly
discount ¥1,100 (incl. tax), <Flat-rate Data 30*3> For up to 2 years: Monthly discount ¥2,200 (incl. tax) / Year 3 and after: Long-term monthly discount ¥1,027 (incl. tax), <Flat-rate Data 5*3/20*3, LTE Flat*3, IS Flat*3,
LTE Flat for Tab*3/Tab(i)*3/Tab(L)*3> For up to 2 years: Monthly discount ¥1,551 (incl. tax) / Year 3 and after: ¥1,027 (incl. tax), <Flat-rate Data 2*3/3*3, Junior Smartphone Plan*3, Unlimited Calls (with 3G mobile phone
and data)*3> Long-term monthly discount ¥1,027 (incl. tax), <Flat-rate Data 1*3> For up to 2 years: Monthly discount ¥1,027 (incl. tax) / Year 3 and after: Long-term monthly discount ¥550 (incl. tax)
★ The Discount can be applied to a maximum of 10 au terminal lines. *1: Not available for some courses. *2: The available charge plans and services differ depending on the model. * Usage fees and optional fees apply. A cancellation fee may apply
when canceling J:COM services depending on the contract period. (For example, the contract period for “Smart OTOKU Plan Phone Course” is 2 years (1 year for apartment buildings) with automatic renewal, and the cancellation fee is ¥22,000 (incl. tax)
<individual houses> or ¥11,000 (incl. tax) <apartment buildings>.) * For customers who are already using J:COM PHONE, some work may be required for switching. [Amount of discount] <Adjust Plan 5G / Adjust Plan 4G LTE (new au Adjust Plan N)>
When data usage exceeds 1 GB: Long-term monthly discount ¥550 (incl. tax) (Discount is not applied in months where data usage is 1 GB or less.), <Adjust Plan 5G(s), Adjust Plan 4G LTE(s)> When data usage exceeds 2 GB: Long-term monthly discount
¥550 (incl. tax) (Discount is not applied in months where data usage is 2 GB or less.) <Unlimited MAX 5G ALL STAR Pack / Unlimited MAX 5G TV Pack / Unlimited MAX 5G Netflix Pack (P) / Unlimited MAX 5G with Amazon Prime / Unlimited MAX 5G /
Unlimited MAX 4G TV Pack / Unlimited MAX 4G Netflix Pack (P) / Unlimited MAX 4G / Tablet Plan 20 / Unlimited MAX 5G Netflix Pack / Unlimited MAX 4G Netflix Pack> Long-term monthly discount ¥1,100 (incl. tax) [Amount of discount for plans no longer
accepting applications] <Data MAX 5G ALL STAR Pack / Data MAX 5G/4G LTE TV Pack / Data MAX 5G Netflix Pack (P) / Data MAX 5G/4G LTE Netflix Pack / Data MAX 5G with Amazon Prime / Data MAX 5G/4G> Long-term monthly discount ¥1,100
(incl. tax) * The listed charge plans and services also apply to 4G LTE (supporting au VoLTE) plans. * The amount of the discount differs depending on the purchased plan. * For other charge plans, see the au homepage (discounts not available with
povo plans). [About au Smart Value (hereafter referred to as “the Discount”)] <Application> * Application is possible when the person contracting the J:COM services and au mobile phone or tablet (hereafter referred to as “au terminal”) has the same
last name and resides at the same address. For a family member aged 50 or older, an application is possible when the address is different from the address of the person contracting the J:COM services. When the names are different or when the
customer has a total of 5 or more au terminals, proof of the family relationship and living at the same address is required. (Only the proof of family relationship is required for a family member aged 50 or older who lives at a different address.) <Application
of the Discount> * When the start of subject J:COM services has been confirmed (after the application procedure has been completed in the case of some services) at the end of the month in which the application for the Discount was received, the
Discount will be applied to usage beginning the month after the application was received. * The discount is applied to au terminal usage fees. * For discounts that can be applied for a maximum of 2 years, the month in which the Discount was first
applied to each subject au terminal line is counted as the first month. The Discount will be discontinued when the maximum of 24 months has passed. * If the total amount subject to discount is less than the amount of the Discount, the Discount is
applied with the total amount subject to discount as the upper limit. * The discount amount will be decided based on the au terminal fee plan and flat-rate data service in which the customer is enrolled at the end of the month. The Discount will not be
applied in a month when the requirements were not satisfied at the end of the month. * In the event that the au terminal is canceled, suspended, or transferred, application of the Discount ends with the month when cancellation or suspension occurred,
or with the previous month when transfer occurred. To apply the Discount again, it is necessary to submit a new application for the Discount. * In the event that the subject J:COM services were canceled, the user address was changed, or some services
were changed, application of the Discount ends with the month prior to the month when the cancellation, address change, or service change occurred. In this case, it is necessary to register for the Discount again. * If the subject J:COM services have not
started when 6 months have passed after applying for the Discount, the Discount is temporarily stopped and will resume after use of the services starts. * If a subject J:COM service is canceled due to customer circumstances before use of the line starts,
the au terminal discount ends with the month prior to the month in which the service was canceled. Any discounts received to that point will be added to the au terminal usage fees and charged to the customer. * It may not be possible to use the
Discount in combination with other plans offered by KDDI. *1: A separate universal service fee and call relay service fee are required for each contract number. * In the event that the contents of the Discount or other details will be changed, advance
notice will be provided by KDDI. * For other expenses involved with the contract and other matters relating to au terminals, please contact KDDI. * Amazon, Amazon Prime, and all related trademarks are trademarks of Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates.
Illustrations are for reference only.

Price list

*1: Service may be unavailable depending on the area of residence and the phone or phone number that you are using. Several days are required after the installation
work before the service is started. Fees and installation work charges may be required. *2: A separate universal service fee, call relay service fee, call charges, and
other charges are required. *3: When using a telephone subscription of NTT East/West and have registered KDDI with My Line. Charges shown are those when the
maximum discount rate (50%) of “Danzen Talk II DX” and “Danzen Nenwari” is applied. *4: When the ordinary phone (calling side) and mobile phone (call receiving
side) are both within the same business area of the mobile phone company. [Caution] * Service specifications may differ depending on the area and building.
* J:COM PHONE Plus is an IP phone service that utilizes the latest VoIP technologies.
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or

HOME IoT

(same for all times of day)

;V:VM[IHURTPU\[L

au Smart Value

J:COM PHONE Plus

To NTT docomo, 1 minute

J:COM PHONE

au services

J:COM DENRYOKU

Weekday daytime !°HT!°WT

J:COM MOBILE

¥1,700

J:COM NET

Key points why people choose J:COM PHONE

For other terms, contact au shop staff or check the au homepage.
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Lineup of terminals to match every situation

Operate your home as needed appliances whether
you are at home or away. Bring more comfort and
convenience to your everyday living.

Basic set

J:COM TV

HOME IoT

Operate your home appliances easily using your smartphone or voice.

POINT

1

Operate your home appliances anywhere
using your smartphone or voice.

Select a terminal to match your lifestyle.

3

you can use voice operation to change the
channel or adjust the volume. Hands-free

Infrared remote
control

Available
terminals

Select one of these terminals to match your lifestyle.
Smart Plug

Operate various appliances together with one button.

★

Kantan Button
Wireless communication adapter

and bedroom.

Check if family members have come home safely.

Operate different appliances

Receive notifications at your

for a button.

is opened or closed.

together by setting scenario

See your pets when you are away from home.
Check your room via a camera at
any time on your smartphone.
★;OLYLHYLSPTP[H[PVUZVU[OLHWWSPHUJLZ[OH[
JHUILVWLYH[LK

Google Home Mini
Infrared remote control

Multi sensor
Wireless communication adapter

smartphone when a door
Network camera
(Wide angle type)

Option

The terminals introduced here can also be
purchased as options.
Many other convenient terminals are also available.
6W[PVUHS[LYTPUHSZT\Z[ILW\YJOHZLKZLWHYH[LS`

0THNLZZJYLLUZOV[ZHUKPSS\Z[YH[PVUZHYLMVYYLMLYLUJLVUS`*VSVYZZJYLLUZHUKV[OLYKL[HPSZVM[OLHJ[\HSWYVK\J[ZTH`ILKPMMLYLU[

Price list

UV[PMPJH[PVUIHZLKVU[OL(J[VU:WLJPMPLK*VTTLYJPHS;YHUZHJ[PVUZ [About the available terminals (J:COM HOME)] ●;LYTPUHSWYPJLZ#:PUNSLWH`TLU[%!#.VVNSL/VTL
4PUP%PUJS[H_#0UMYHYLKYLTV[LJVU[YVS%PUJS[H_#5L[^VYRJHTLYH^PKLHUNSL[`WL%PUJS[H_#>PYLSLZZJVTT\UPJH[PVUHKHW[LY(%
PUJS[H_#4\S[PZLUZVY%PUJS[H_#:THY[7S\N% PUJS[H_#2HU[HU)\[[VU%PUJS[H_● Administrative fees: A contract
HKTPUPZ[YH[P]LMLLVMPUJS[H_BPUJS[H_PU[OL2`\ZO\HUK@HTHN\JOPHYLHZDPZYLX\PYLK>OLUH1!*64ZLY]PJLPZUL^S`Z\IZJYPILKVYHKKLKHIHZPJ
PUZ[HSSH[PVUMLLHUKV[OLYMLLZHYLYLX\PYLK[Notification based on the Act on Specified Commercial Transactions in relation to J:COM HOME (hereafter referred to as
“the Service”)] ●*VVSPUNVMMWLYPVK!;OL:LY]PJLJVU[YHJ[MVYH[LYTPUHSJHUILJHUJLSLKI`Z\ITP[[PUNH^YP[[LUYLX\LZ[[VV\YJVTWHU`^P[OPUKH`ZHM[LY[OL:LY]PJL
WYV]PZPVUZ[HY[KH[LVY[OLKH[L^OLU`V\YLJLP]L[OL¸0UMVYTH[PVU(IV\[;LYTZVM*VU[YHJ[¹KVJ\TLU[YLJLP]LKHM[LYJVUJS\KPUN[OLJVU[YHJ[WYV]PKLKZLWHYH[LS`I`1!*64
PM`V\HWWSPLKMVY[OL:LY]PJLH[[OLZHTL[PTL^OLU`V\HWWSPLKMVYHKLZPNUH[LK1!*64ZLY]PJLVY[OLKH[L^OLU`V\YLJLP]L[OLKVJ\TLU[JVU[HPUPUN[OLM\SS[L_[VM[OL
¸5V[PMPJH[PVUIHZLKVU[OL(J[VU:WLJPMPLK*VTTLYJPHS;YHUZHJ[PVUZ¹[OH[PZWYV]PKLK^OLU`V\JVUJS\KLHJVU[YHJ[^OLUW\YJOHZPUNVUS`H[LYTPUHSHM[LYZ\IZJYPIPUN[V[OL
:LY]PJL>OLUJHUJLSPUNHZWYLZJYPILKPU[OLWYLJLKPUNWHYHNYHWOP[PZULJLZZHY`[VYL[\YU[OLKLSP]LYLK[LYTPUHSZ0M[OL[LYTPUHSZHYLUV[YL[\YULK[OLJ\Z[VTLY^PSSIL
YLX\PYLK[VWH`[OLWYPJLZVM[OL[LYTPUHSZ:OPWWPUNHUKV[OLYJVZ[ZPU]VS]LKPUYL[\YUPUN[OL[LYTPUHSZ^PSSILIVYULI`1!*64●3PHIPSP[`VM[OLI\ZPULZZVWLYH[VY!;OL
THU\MHJ[\YLY^HYYHU[`PZHWLYPVKVMTVU[OZZ[HY[PUNMYVT[OLKH[L^OLU KH`ZOH]LWHZZLKHM[LY[OLKH[LVM^HYYHU[`JLY[PMPJH[LPZZ\L-VYPUMVYTH[PVUHIV\[YLWHPYZHUK
YLWSHJLTLU[WSLHZLJVU[HJ[1!*64;OL^HYYHU[`MVY.VVNSL/VTL4PUPPZWYV]PKLKI`.VVNSL9LMLY[V[OLJVU[LU[ZVM[OL¸.VVNSL/VTL4PUP>HYYHU[`1HWHU¹SVJH[LKPU
[OLPUKP]PK\HSWHJRHNLVM.VVNSL/VTL4PUP ●3PHIPSP[`VM[OLZLSSLY!:LSSLYSPHIPSP[`MVY^HYYHU[`HNHPUZ[KLMLJ[ZKLMH\S[VUVISPNH[PVUZHUKV[OLYSPHIPSP[`PZSPTP[LK[V[OL
^HYYHU[`WYV]PKLKI`[OLTHU\MHJ[\YLYVM[OLWYVK\J[●<WVUYLX\LZ[J\Z[VTLYZ^PSSILWYV]PKLKHZLWHYH[L^YP[[LUKVJ\TLU[VYLSLJ[YVUPJKH[HJVU[HPUPUN[OLM\SS[L_[VM
[OLUV[PMPJH[PVUIHZLKVU[OL(J[VU:WLJPMPLK*VTTLYJPHS;YHUZHJ[PVUZ.VVNSLHUK.VVNSL/VTL4PUPHYL[YHKLTHYRZVM.VVNSL33*

HOME IoT

[About J:COM HOME]9LX\PYLZPUZ[HSSH[PVUVMKLZPNUH[LKHWWZPUJS\KPUN[OL1!*64/64,HWWHJVTWH[PISLKL]PJLZ\JOHZHU(UKYVPK°VYSH[LYVYP6:°VYSH[LY
ZTHY[WOVULHUKJYLH[PVUVMH1!*64WLYZVUHS0+;OLJVTT\UPJH[PVULU]PYVUTLU[PU[LYUL[JVUULJ[PVULU]PYVUTLU[HUK^PYLSLZZ3(5JVUULJ[PVULU]PYVUTLU[HUK
JVTT\UPJH[PVUL_WLUZLZPU]VS]LK^P[O\ZLHYL[OLYLZWVUZPIPSP[`VM[OLJ\Z[VTLY([LYTPUHSPUZ[HSSH[PVUPZSPTP[LK[V[OLHKKYLZZVM[OLJVU[YHJ[LKJ\Z[VTLY(TH_PT\T
VMJVU[YHJ[PZWLYTP[[LKWLYOV\ZLOVSK;OLIHZPJTVU[OS`MLLPZPUJ\YYLKMYVT[OLTVU[OMVSSV^PUN[OLTVU[OVM[OLZLY]PJLZ[HY[KH[LHKH[LMVSSV^PUN[OLKH`VU^OPJO
[OL[LYTPUHSPZYLJLP]LKVYKH`ZHM[LY[OLZJOLK\SLKKLSP]LY`KH[LPM[OL[LYTPUHSOHZUV[ILLUYLJLP]LK;V[HSZ\WWVY[PZH]HPSHISLZ[HY[PUNMYVT[OLKH`HM[LY[OL
HWWSPJH[PVUKH[LVY[OLPUZ[HSSH[PVUKH[LPM[OLPUZ[HSSH[PVU^VYRPZYLX\PYLK;OLZ\WWVY[JV]LYZ[OL1!*64ZLY]PJLZ^OPJO[OLJ\Z[VTLYOHZJVU[YHJ[LK/V^L]LYKLWLUKPUN
VU[OLKL]PJLVYHWWSPHUJLZ\WWVY[TH`UV[ILH]HPSHISL:[HY[PUNMYVT[OL[OVUZP[LZ\WWVY[VJJ\YYPUNPU[OLZHTLTVU[OHKPZWH[JOMLLVMPUJS[H_PZYLX\PYLK *
6UZP[LZ\WWVY[HYLHZHYLSPTP[LK[V[OL1!*64ZLY]PJLHYLHZ :\WWVY[TH`UV[ILH]HPSHISLPUZVTLJHZLZKLWLUKPUNVU[OLJVUULJ[LKKL]PJLWLYPWOLYHSLX\PWTLU[HUK
V[OLYJPYJ\TZ[HUJLZ+LWLUKPUNVU[OL[LYTPUHS[OLYLTH`ILHSPTP[VU[OLU\TILY[OH[JHUILJVUULJ[LKH[[OLZHTL[PTL-VYKL[HPSZZLL[OL1!*64^LIZP[L
O[[WZ!^^^QJVTJVQW ;OLZLY]PJLZWYV]PKLKI`1!*64/64,JHUUV[IL\ZLK^OLU[OLYLPZHWV^LYV\[HNL 0M[OLZ\IZJYPILYTV]LZ[VHSVJH[PVU^P[OPUH1!*64
ZLY]PJLHYLH[OPZZLY]PJLJHUILJVU[PU\LK0UZ\JOJHZL[OLJ\Z[VTLYPZYLZWVUZPISLMVY[YHUZWVY[PUN[OL[LYTPUHSZ^OPJOHYLHSYLHK`PU\ZL0M[OLZ\IZJYPILYTV]LZ[VH
SVJH[PVUV\[ZPKLVMH1!*64ZLY]PJLHYLH[OPZZLY]PJLJHUILJVU[PU\LK[Notification based on the Act on Specified Commercial Transactions in relation to J:COM
HOME (hereafter referred to as “the Service”)] ●*VVSPUNVMMWLYPVK!;OL:LY]PJLJVU[YHJ[JHUILJHUJLSLKI`Z\ITP[[PUNH^YP[[LUYLX\LZ[[VV\YJVTWHU`^P[OPUKH`Z
HM[LY[OL:LY]PJLWYV]PZPVUZ[HY[KH[LVY[OLKH[L^OLU`V\YLJLP]L[OL¸0UMVYTH[PVU(IV\[;LYTZVM*VU[YHJ[¹KVJ\TLU[YLJLP]LKHM[LYJVUJS\KPUN[OLJVU[YHJ[WYV]PKLK
ZLWHYH[LS`I`1!*64PM`V\HWWSPLKMVY[OL:LY]PJLH[[OLZHTL[PTL^OLU`V\HWWSPLKMVYHKLZPNUH[LK1!*64ZLY]PJL-VYKL[HPSZHIV\[JHUJLSPUN[OLJVU[YHJ[K\YPUN[OL
JVVSPUNVMMWLYPVKZLL[OLKVJ\TLU[YLJLP]LKHM[LYJVUJS\KPUN[OLJVU[YHJ[0MZ\WWS`VM[OL:LY]PJL[V[OLJ\Z[VTLYOHZHSYLHK`Z[HY[LKH[[OPZ[PTL1!*64^PSSILHY[OL
JVZ[PU]VS]LK^P[O[LYTPUH[PUN[OL:LY]PJL●<WVUYLX\LZ[J\Z[VTLYZ^PSSILWYV]PKLKHZLWHYH[L^YP[[LUKVJ\TLU[VYLSLJ[YVUPJKH[HJVU[HPUPUN[OLM\SS[L_[VM[OL

★

rooms, such as the living room
[Smart Plug (set of 3)]

Support for every step from installation
and setup to operation

Link all the appliances in your home.

Operate the appliances in multiple

not have a remote control

OMAKASE
(Total) support

.VVNSL/VTL4PUPT\Z[ILZL[\WPUHK]HUJL

Select one of the following terminals.

Turn on / off appliances that do

Google
Home Mini

[Google Home Mini + Infrared remote control]

operation is a great help to busy persons.

★

Select
one

:\WWVY[Z.VVNSL
(ZZPZ[HU[

When you are busy with housework or childcare,

Add appliances that can be operated.

J:COM HOME Pack

J:COM staff provide support for daunting installation and setup work either by visiting your home or through
remote operations, giving peace of mind to customers who are installing J:COM HOME for the first time.
It is not just the systems, but also the power of people that supports your comfortable living.
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that your home is comfortable when you arrive.

au Smart Value

POINT

can also turn ON the A/C on your way home, so

J:COM PHONE

In addition to operating appliances,
you can use J:COM HOME in the way
that suits your lifestyle, like watching
over small children.
See the page at right.

look as if people are home to deter thefts. You

J:COM DENRYOKU

2

smartphone to turn on the lights and make it

Voice operate
★
your television

See the page at right.

POINT

Use the dedicated app to
operate home appliances
★
while outside the house

[Infrared remote control]

J:COM MOBILE

Operate your home appliances from
your smartphone when away from
home, or using just your voice when at
home.

When you will be late coming home, use your

J:COM NET

3 key points why people choose J:COM HOME
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J:COM NET
<With Wi-Fi>

J:COM TV

320 ＋ PHONE
NET

1G

or

or

1

MEGA Pack Course

★3★4*2
320 Mbps

MEGA Pack Course

Course

Standard Plus

*1

97 channels or more

★1*2

1 Gbps

★3★4*2
320 Mbps

NET 320M Course

ー

Mini

J:COM
PHONE

J:COM
On Demand
MEGA Pack

Residents of individual houses Residents of apartment buildings
¥10,980

PHONE*3 or MEGA Pack

★1

(¥12,078 incl. tax)

¥10,980

★2

(¥12,078 incl. tax)

¥10,480

(¥11,528 incl. tax)

ー

ー

ー
PHONE

¥10,280

★1

(¥11,308 incl. tax)

ー

¥9,780

ー

¥6,522

*3

¥10,280

★2

(¥11,308 incl. tax)

320 ＋ PHONE

or

MEGA Pack Course
MEGA Pack Course

J:COM NET
<With Wi-Fi>

1
Standard

*1

87 channels or more
or

NET

1G

Flex

Course

NET 320M Course

*1

A or B

+
58 channels NETFLIX
or more

★1*2
Gbps

★3★4*2
320 Mbps
★1*2

1 Gbps

★3★4*2

320 Mbps
ー

Mini

(¥7,174 incl. tax)

J:COM
PHONE

J:COM
On Demand
MEGA Pack

PHONE*3 or MEGA Pack

Residents of individual houses Residents of apartment buildings
¥9,980

★1

(¥10,978 incl. tax)

¥9,980

★2

¥9,480
¥9,280

★1

ー

ー

ー

ー

¥8,780

ー

¥5,522

*3

(¥10,208 incl. tax)

¥9,280

NET 320M ＋ PHONE Course

★3★4*2
320 Mbps

Course

NET 320M Course
PHONE Course

Select

*1
36 channels or more

1

★1*2
Gbps

★3★4*2
320 Mbps
ー

ー

PHONE*3

★1

(¥9,385 incl. tax)

¥8,032

(¥8,835 incl. tax)

¥7,580

ー
ー
PHONE

★1

★2

(¥8,338 incl. tax)

1

Course

★2

(¥7,080 incl. tax)

¥7,080

¥5,937

(¥6,530 incl. tax)

¥7,280

¥6,137

(¥6,750 incl. tax)

Monthly usage fee
Residents of individual houses Residents of apartment buildings

PHONE

ー

¥6,375

★1

ー

MEGA Pack

¥5,880

★1

(¥6,468 incl. tax)

(¥6,468 incl. tax)

ー

¥5,875

¥5,380

ー

(¥7,012 incl. tax)

(¥6,462 incl. tax)

¥5,880

★2

¥5,880

★2

(¥6,468 incl. tax)

(¥5,918 incl. tax)

¥5,380

MEGA Pack

(¥5,918 incl. tax)

* The above plans are available as sets with Tablet/HOME (monthly usage fee ¥1,628 (incl. tax))/Mesh Wi-Fi (option monthly usage fee ¥880 (incl. tax)).

4K

Smart OTOKU Plan+

J:COM NET
<With Wi-Fi>

J:COM TV

1G

＋ HOME Course

320

＋ HOME Course

★1*2

1 Gbps

Standard Plus

*1
97 channels or more

320

J:COM NET
<With Wi-Fi>

Standard

A or B *1

J:COM
HOME

Flex

★3★4*2
320 Mbps

58 channels + NETFLIX
or more

HOME

J:COM
HOME

J:COM NET

320

＋ HOME Course

★1*2

1 Gbps <With Wi-Fi>
★5

¥11,260

¥11,760

★2

(¥12,936 incl. tax)

★3★4*2

320 Mbps

Monthly usage fee
Residents of individual houses Residents of apartment buildings
★1

(¥11,836 incl. tax)

¥10,760

★2

(¥11,836 incl. tax)

¥10,260

(¥11,286 incl. tax)

NET Pack
＋ HOME Course

★1

(¥12,936 incl. tax)

¥10,760

1 Gbps

or

1G

¥11,760

(¥12,386 incl. tax)

★1*2

*1

87 channels or more

＋ HOME Course

Monthly usage fee
Residents of individual houses Residents of apartment buildings

4K
J:COM TV

＋ HOME Course

HOME

★3★4*2

320 Mbps

Smart OTOKU Plan

1G

J:COM
HOME

HOME

Monthly usage fee
Residents of individual houses Residents of apartment buildings
¥6,660

★1

(¥7,326 incl. tax)

¥6,160

¥6,660

★2

(¥7,326 incl. tax)

HOME IoT

(¥6,776 incl. tax)

* The above plans are available as sets with Tablet/Mesh Wi-Fi (option monthly usage fee ¥880 (incl. tax)).
[About tax inclusive prices] Because consumption tax is calculated for each service, error of ¥1 may occur in the tax inclusive price.
required. [About Netflix usage fees] * The Netflix basic plan fee is included in the J:COM TV Flex monthly usage fee. * Customers who want to subscribe to a different Netflix plan must pay
the difference in the plan costs. * Netflix may change the price without notice. [About NET Pack MEGA Pack Course] * For subscribers to this course, MEGA Pack viewing is limited to
viewing via the “J:COM On Demand” app (including special applications for J:COM LINK). Viewing on a television is not possible. [Contract terms for Smart OTOKU Plan+ and Smart
OTOKU Plan HOME Course] ① Continuous use (same name, same line and automatic renewal) for 2 years is required. ② If the above term is no longer satisfied, a contract cancellation fee of
¥22,000 (incl. tax) will be required. ③ One TV unit, one NET line, and one HOME contract only per contract. [Contract terms for NET Pack HOME Course] ① Continuous use (same name,
same line and automatic renewal) for 2 years is required. ② If the above term is no longer satisfied, a contract cancellation fee of ¥9,350 (incl. tax) will be required. ③ One NET line and one
HOME contract only per contract. [About J:COM Wi-Fi] * Wi-Fi use requires a wireless LAN adapter which is compatible with the IEEE802.11a/b/g/n/ac (Wi-Fi certification) standard.
* Depending on the connection method, an additional IP address may be necessary. * Due to the characteristics of wireless LAN, speeds may be slower and Wi-Fi signal may not reach
depending on the environment. * With a “J:COM NET 1G Course” or “J:COM NET Hikari 1G Course on au HIKARI” contract, “J:COM Wi-Fi” cannot be subscribed (because Wi-Fi is provided as
standard). [About MEGA Pack Course and Smart OTOKU On Demand] * Subscribers to these courses are exempt from the terms of the “J:COM On Demand MEGA Pack” contract listed
VU7°#*H\[PVU%* Service use, cancellation, and service changes require payment of installation fees, administrative fees, initial fees, and other fees. * Fee plans other than long-term
contract plans (no automatic renewal or contract cancellation fee) are also available. * J:COM PHONE for business use are not available with any of these plans.
Illustrations are for reference only.

Price list

★1: This is provided by the “J:COM NET Hikari 1G Course on au HIKARI (Only for standalone houses)” and is the maximum specification speed when a cable connection is used. In a Wi-Fi
connection environment, the maximum speed will vary depending on the usage conditions and connected devices. The “J:COM NET 1G Course” is also available in some areas. For details of
the service areas, see the J:COM website (https://www.jcom.co.jp/service/net/jcom1g/). ★2: This is provided by the “J:COM NET 1G Course” and is available in some service areas. For details
of the service areas, see the J:COM website (https://www.jcom.co.jp/service/net/jcom1g/). If you live in a multiple dwelling unit (MDU), internal wiring work may be required depending on the
property. There are cases when this service is unavailable even when work is performed on the entire building. ★3: This is the maximum specification speed when a cable connection is used. In
a Wi-Fi connection environment, the maximum speed will vary depending on the usage conditions and connected devices. ★4: For persons who subscribed to “J:COM NET 160M Course or
4*V\YZL¹VUVYILMVYL4HYJO°HUK^PZO[VJOHUNL[VHKPMMLYLU[MHZ[LYJV\YZLYLWSHJLTLU[VM[OLTVKLTTH`ILYLX\PYLK ★5: The wireless LAN connection environment used for
this service is a responsibility of the customer.
*1: Includes digital terrestrial and BS digital broadcasting. *2: Communication speeds may be lower depending on the usage environment and the devices used. *3: A separate universal
service fee, call charges, and call relay service fee are required. [About 4K] 4K broadcasts are available only for some channels and titles. [Contract terms for Smart OTOKU Plan+ and
Smart OTOKU Plan] ① Continuous use (same name, same line and automatic renewal) for 2 years (1 year for residents of apartment buildings) is required. ② If the above term is no longer
satisfied, a contract cancellation fee of ¥22,000 (incl. tax) <Single Dwelling Unit (SDU) > or ¥11,000 (incl. tax) <MDU> will be required. ③ One TV unit, one NET line, and one PHONE line or one
MEGA Pack per contract. [About HOME sets] * The following contract term applies to HOME set contracts. ① Continuous use for 2 years (same name, same line and automatic renewal) is
required. ② If the above term is no longer satisfied, a contract cancellation fee of ¥22,000 (incl. tax) will be required. [Contract terms for Smart OTOKU Plan Mini+ and Smart OTOKU Plan
Mini] ① Continuous use (same name, same line and automatic renewal) for 2 years (1 year for residents of apartment buildings) is required. ② If the above term is no longer satisfied a contract
cancellation fee of ¥9,350 (incl. tax) <SDU> or ¥3,850 (incl. tax) <MDU> will be required. ③ One TV unit and one PHONE line per contract. [Contract terms for Smart OTOKU Select and
Smart OTOKU On Demand] ① Continuous use (same name, same line and automatic renewal) for 2 years (1 year for residents of apartment buildings) is required. ② If the above term is no
longer satisfied, a contract cancellation fee of ¥16,500 (incl. tax) <SDU> or ¥11,000 (incl. tax) <MDU> will be required for a 3-service contract or for 2-service contract consisting of TV and NET;
for 2-service contract consisting of TV and PHONE, cancellation fee of ¥4,950 (incl. tax) <SDU> or ¥3,850 (incl. tax) <MDU>. ③ One TV unit, one NET line, and one PHONE line per contract.
* A contract for TV service alone is not available. [About HOME sets] * The following contract term applies to HOME set contracts. ① Continuous use for 2 years (same name, same line and
automatic renewal) is required. ② If the above term is no longer satisfied, a contract cancellation fee of ¥11,000 (incl. tax) will be required. [Contract terms for NET Pack] ① Continuous use
(same name, same line and automatic renewal) for 2 years (1 year for residents of apartment buildings) is required. ② If the above term is no longer satisfied, a contract cancellation fee of
¥9,350 (incl. tax) will be required. ③ One NET line and one PHONE line or one MEGA Pack per contract. [About HOME sets] * The following contract term applies to HOME set contracts.
① Continuous use for 2 years (same name, same line and automatic renewal is required. ② If the above term is no longer satisfied, a contract cancellation fee of ¥9,350 (incl. tax) will be

J:COM
On Demand
MEGA Pack

*3

320 Mbps

¥3,380

(¥3,718 incl. tax)

★2

(¥7,300 incl. tax)

(¥3,938 incl. tax)

PHONE

★3★4*2

(¥7,788 incl. tax)

¥6,437

¥6,637

(¥8,558 incl. tax)

¥3,580

*3

★1*2
Gbps

<With Wi-Fi>

¥7,080

(¥8,338 incl. tax)
(¥7,788 incl. tax)
*3

¥7,580

(¥8,008 incl. tax)

★1

(¥8,008 incl. tax)

J:COM
PHONE

Plus

* The above plans are available as sets with Tablet/HOME (monthly usage fee ¥1,628 (incl. tax))/Mesh Wi-Fi (option monthly usage fee ¥880 (incl. tax)).
However “Smart OTOKU Select PHONE Course” is not available as a set with Tablet/HOME/Mesh Wi-Fi.
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ー

J:COM HOME

Residents of individual houses Residents of apartment buildings
¥8,532

PHONE*3

1G

(¥9,658 incl. tax)

Monthly usage fee

¥7,280

au Smart Value

1 Gbps

1G

J:COM
PHONE

★1*2

＋ PHONE Course

320 Mbps

NET Pack

★2

(¥6,074 incl. tax)

MEGA Pack

¥7,780

★2

* The above plans are available as sets with Tablet/HOME (monthly usage fee ¥1,628 (incl. tax))/Mesh Wi-Fi (option monthly usage fee ¥880 (incl. tax)). However
“Smart OTOKU On Demand PHONE Course” is not available as a set with Tablet/HOME/Mesh Wi-Fi.

320M Course

(¥10,208 incl. tax)

¥8,232

ー

★3★4*2

NET 320M Course

¥7,780

(¥8,558 incl. tax)

J:COM PHONE

J:COM NET
<With Wi-Fi>

1

★1

(¥9,055 incl. tax)

★1*2
Gbps

(¥10,978 incl. tax)

4K
J:COM TV

NET

Course

Digital
terrestrial
and BS

Monthly usage fee

(¥10,428 incl. tax)

PHONE

Smart OTOKU Select

1G

1G

PHONE

★3★4*2

J:COM NET

* The above plans are available as sets with Tablet/HOME (monthly usage fee ¥1,628 (incl. tax)) <excluding services consisting of only TV and NET or only TV
and PHONE> /Mesh Wi-Fi (option monthly usage fee ¥880 (incl. tax)). However, “Smart OTOKU Plan Mini” is not available as a set with Tablet/Mesh Wi-Fi.

NET

320 Mbps

¥8,732

(¥9,605 incl. tax)

*3

J:COM DENRYOKU

or

NET 320M ＋ PHONE Course

Monthly usage fee
Residents of individual houses Residents of apartment buildings

J:COM MOBILE

Popular

1G ＋ PHONE

1 Gbps

NET

J:COM
On Demand
MEGA Pack

J:COM
PHONE

★1*2

＋ PHONE Course

4K
J:COM TV

Popular

1G

NET

PHONE Course

(¥10,758 incl. tax)

* The above plans are available as sets with Tablet/HOME (monthly usage fee ¥1,628 (incl. tax)) <excluding services consisting of only TV and NET or only TV
and PHONE> /Mesh Wi-Fi (option monthly usage fee ¥880 (incl. tax)). However, “Smart OTOKU Plan Mini+” is not available as a set with Tablet/Mesh Wi-Fi.

Smart OTOKU Plan

J:COM NET
<With Wi-Fi>

J:COM TV

Monthly usage fee

J:COM NET

Popular

1G ＋ PHONE

★1*2
Gbps

4K

Smart OTOKU On Demand

4K

Plus

Smart OTOKU Plan+

Popular

A 2-year long-term contract (1 year for residents of apartment buildings) is required.
The HOME Course and HOME Set require a 2-year long-term contract even for residents of apartment buildings.

J:COM TV

Fee Table [Long Term Contract Plans]
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*1

Available
terminals

¥2,980 (¥3,278 incl. tax)
☆

¥1,980

(¥2,178 incl. tax)

☆ “J:COM TV Flex” is limited to one contract per household. It is not available as a second unit.
* Exclusively for customers contracting “J:COM TV Standard Plus” or “J:COM TV Standard”, “J:COM TV Select” as
second outlet is available for ¥1,078 (incl. tax) per month. This plan is not available for “J:COM TV Flex.”

Recording hard disk drive
(for J:COM LINK only) (2TB)

For long-term contract ・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・ ¥800 (¥880 incl. tax)

Installment payment (36 payments)・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・¥900 (¥990 incl. tax) per month

One-time payment・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・ ¥32,400 (¥35,640 incl. tax) per unit

Option
monthly
usage fee

・
・
・
・
・
・
・

¥6,680 (¥7,348 incl. tax)

★2★3

320M Course

Long-term contract type ・・・・・・¥800 (¥880 incl. tax)

J:COM Mesh Wi-Fi
(1 set of 2 units)

・
・
・
・
・
・
・
・
・
・
・
・
・
・
・¥

Third and
later units

Standard contract type ・・ ¥1,000 (¥1,100 incl. tax)

・
・
・

¥1,980 (¥2,178 incl. tax)

5GB

¥1,480 (¥1,628 incl. tax)

20GB

¥2,480 (¥2,728 incl. tax)

<BASIO4>

Installment payment・・¥1,350 (¥1,485 incl. tax) per month
(24 payments)
Installment payment・・・・・・・¥900 (¥990 incl. tax) per month
(36 payments)
One-time payment・・・・¥32,400 (¥35,640 incl. tax) per unit

Unlimited calls (up to 5 min each) ・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・ ¥500 (¥550 incl. tax)
Unlimited calls (up to 60 min each) ・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・ ¥1,500 (¥1,650 incl. tax)
*5

Terminal Warranty 48 ・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・ ¥500 (¥550 incl. tax) per unit

¥500 (¥550 incl. tax) per unit

¥1,000 (¥1,100 incl. tax) per address

Basic Installation Fee
★

When newly subscribing to a J:COM service

Residents of individual houses (Non-long term/2 year contract: 1 or 24 payments, 3 year contract: 1 or 36 payments)・・・¥36,000 (¥39,600 incl. tax)
Residents of apartment buildings (Non-long term/1 year contract: 1 or 12 payments, 2 year contract: 1 or 24 payments) ・・・¥12,000 (¥13,200 incl. tax)

When subscribing to an additional J:COM service while currently subscribed to any J:COM service・・・・¥5,000 (¥5,500 incl. tax)

*4

J:COM HOME Pack

Long-term contract type ・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・¥1,480 (¥1,628 incl. tax)
Standard contract type ・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・ ¥1,780 (¥1,958 incl. tax)

Contract Administrative Fees
When newly subscribing or adding a service・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・ ¥3,000 (¥3,300 incl. tax)

* ¥2,800 (¥3,080 incl. tax) in the Kyushu and Yamaguchi areas

J:COM MOBILE A Plan ST (Voice + Data)・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・ ¥3,000 (¥3,300 incl. tax)

* However, if you subscribe to an additional J:COM service at the same time, the J:COM MOBILE contract administrative fee may be waived.
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[About J:COM services] * Usage fees do not include the NHK broadcast receiving fee. * An installation, cancellation, and change of services require installation
fees, administrative fees, initial fees, and other fees. * Service plans other than long-term contract plans (no automatic renewal or contract cancellation fee) are
also available. * Excluding long-term contract plans, the minimum usage period for J:COM TV and J:COM NET is 6 months including the subscription month. If
[OLJVU[YHJ[PZJHUJLSLK^P[OPUTVU[OZHUHTV\U[JVYYLZWVUKPUN[V[OLYLTHPUPUNWLYPVKTVU[OS`\ZHNLMLL°í°U\TILYVMTVU[OZSLZZ[OHUTVU[OZT\Z[IL
paid as a lump sum (including consumption tax). * One month basic fee for J:COM TV and J:COM NET shall be paid for the month of cancellation, regardless of
the day of the month on which the service is stopped. The basic fee for J:COM PHONE for the cancellation month is prorated according to the cancellation date.
* Removal work (for charge) is required when a service is canceled. [Canceling a contract during the initial period] * J:COM TV, J:COM NET, J:COM PHONE,
J:COM HOME, and J:COM MOBILE are subject to the system for contract cancellation during the initial period. For details, see the “Information About Terms of
Contract” (document received after concluding the contract) that is provided separately by J:COM.
Illustrations are for reference only.

Price list

★1: This is provided by the “J:COM NET Hikari 1G Course on au HIKARI (Only for standalone houses)” and is the maximum specification speed when a cable
connection is used. In a Wi-Fi connection environment, the maximum speed will vary depending on the usage conditions and connected devices. The “J:COM
NET 1G Course” is also available in some areas. For details of the service areas, see the J:COM website (https://www.jcom.co.jp/service/net/jcom1g/).
★2: This is the maximum specification speed when a cable connection is used. In a Wi-Fi connection environment, the maximum speed will vary depending on
the usage conditions and connected devices. ★!-VYZ\IZJYPILYZ^OVZ\IZJYPILK[V¸1!*645,;4*V\YZLVY4*V\YZL¹VUVYILMVYL4HYJO°
2020 and wish to change to a different (faster) course, replacement of the modem may be required.
*1: Includes the J:COM LINK monthly usage fee of ¥398 (incl. tax). *2: Communication speeds may be lower depending on the usage environment and the
devices used. *3: Request via the special subscriber website (maximum 3 additional addresses). *4: A separate universal service fee, call charges, and call
relay service fee are required. *5: Subscription is required at the time when purchasing a J:COM MOBILE terminal or requesting a tablet. In the case of a
spontaneously occurring failure during the manufacturer warranty period (1 year), the device will be replaced at no charge. The month of service start is free, and
charges are billed starting from the following month.

HOME IoT

Basic
monthly
fee

PHONE Plus ・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・¥1,330 (¥1,463 incl. tax)

★ Select one-time payment or installment payment. The available number of payments varies depending on the contract period. If the contract is canceled
during the payment period, you will be required to pay the outstanding payments in a lump sum.
* When subscribing to “J:COM NET Hikari 1G Course on au HIKARI,” a fee of ¥41,250 (incl. tax) is required in addition to the basic installation fee mentioned
above. * The indicated basic installation fee includes installations of one TV unit, one NET line, and one PHONE line. * Depending on the installation method, a
booster installation fee of ¥7,150 (incl. tax) may be required. * Separate fees may be required when special works or additional works are necessary. * A
separate estimate is required for newly constructed individual houses. Please contact us for details. * The basic installation fee is different for some customers
such as residents of J:COM In My Room.

au Smart Value

Basic
monthly
fee

J:COM PHONE

*3

Additional IP address

10GB

6,180 (¥6,798 incl. tax)

* A maximum of 3 units can be added (total 5 units including the initial contract (set of 2 units)).
J:COM Wi-Fi ・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・ ¥500 (¥550 incl. tax)

¥980 (¥1,078 incl. tax)

J:COM DENRYOKU

Option
monthly
usage fee

★1

1G Course <With Wi-Fi>

(Voice + Data)

1GB

Installment payment・・¥1,050 (¥1,155 incl. tax) per month
(24 payments)
Installment payment・・・・・・・¥700 (¥770 incl. tax) per month
(36 payments)
One-time payment・・・ ¥25,200 (¥27,720 incl. tax) per unit

* Depending on the contract plan, the price for this option may be ¥1,320 (incl. tax).
J:COM Tablet
(Galaxy Tab A)

<A Plan ST>

<Galaxy A21>

For standard contract ・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・ ¥800 (¥880 incl. tax)

*2

Basic
monthly
fee

Basic
monthly
fee

J:COM MOBILE

Option
monthly
usage
fee

Second and
later unit

*1

Standard/Flex <J:COM LINK> ¥5,522 (¥6,074 incl. tax) per household

J:COM NET

Basic
monthly
fee

Standard Plus <J:COM LINK> ¥6,522 (¥7,174 incl. tax) per household

J:COM TV

Fee Table [Basic Monthly Fee]
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